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Our Thonks to Wes . . .

Wil,li,am A. Gosling
Presid,ent. RTSD

Wesley Simonton, known as Wes to his many friends, as-

sumed responsibility for the editing of Library Resources U Tech-

nical Seruices (tR?S) from Bob Wedgeworth beginning with the

Spring 1973 issue. Wes enjoyed this work so much that he ac-

cepted appointment for a second three-year term., which ends

with this issue. In all he edited twenty-five issues of ZR?S for

RTSD. Wes has stated that he found this assignment a reward-

ing experience, not the least because of the pleasure of working

with devoted RTSD members. The feeling is certainly a mutual

one. His dedication and cooperative spirit will not soon be for-

gotten especially in light of his willingness to remain until the

new editor was named and on board.
The division and the profession are indebted to Wes for the

editorial expertise he brought to this work to produce a truly

professional journal each quarter. He saw to it that the RTSD

mernbership was hept informed of the activities of the division

and the latest happenings within the field of technical services.

It is a pleasure, on behalf of the RTSD membership, to have

this opportunity to express our appreciation to Wes for the

outstanding job he has done as editor of LR?S during the past

six years.
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A Note from the New Editor

Elizabeth L. Tate

The new editor of Library Resources U Technical Seruices

wholeheartedly joins in the tribute that RTSD has paid to the

former editor and wishes to add her own special note of thanks

to Wes Simonton for his kind cooperation and helpful assis-

tance as the editorship has changed hands. She wishes also to

thank the RTSD Board of Directors for the honor they have

conferred upon her by this appointment.

As an ex-serials cataloger, the new editor promises that she

will not voluntarily (1) change the title of this journal; (2) con-

fuse the title by introducing an initialism or logo; (3) change the

volume numbering.

As one who has spent the better (or sometimes the worse)

part of the past three decades reading professional literature,

your new editor believes that scholarly writing need not be dull

and that "it is better to light one candle than curse the dark-

ness." She will welcome articles that further the solution of

problems confronting technical services librarians. Wish her

luck and send her manuscripts! Instructions for authors can be

found on page 444.
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Init iql ly, We Need Some Definit ions:
The Problems of Init iol isms
in Periodicql Tit les

FRANK E. SeoowsxtJn.
Head, Seria,l Cataloging Section

The Penruyluanin State Uniaersity Lihraries
U niu ersity P ark, P mnsylvan'in

Initinlisms that abbreztiate full period.ical titles create problems for both serial
librariaru and users becatue of the differmt alternatiues that thE presmt fm
mtry and filing. One proposed method, fm alleuinting the poblzms is the cod-
ifcatinn and acceptance by the library community of dzfnitions far the terms
title page, caption, masthead, and logo. In a.ddition, a recommcndation
fm consistent entry under full fmn is presmtzd, with supporting evifunre
from a suruey of periodical publishns.

D OTH SERIAL LIBRARIANS AND SERIAL USERS havc hAd
IDdifnculty for some time with initialisms in periodical titles, owing
to the various choices available for cataloging entries and shelving lo-
cations.r In this context, initialisms occur in two types of situations: (1)
titles composed of the abbreviation of the narne of their corporate au-
thor plus one or morc generic or descriptive terms (for example,
AAPG Bulletin, where AAPG is the abbreviation of the American As-
sociation of Petroleum Geologists), and (2) titles that combine an ab-
breviation for a full title and the full title itself (for example,GQGent-
lemen's Quarterly and Pacifc Islands Monthly PIM). The present discus-
sion is limited to the second type, since it has the greater number of
variations and causes the greater number of problems. The first type
of situation, where the initialism is an integral part of the title, causes
problems of a different nature, which are more adequately handled
by current practices.

In this discussion, the full title, without the initialism, is referred to
as the full fonn. T}re term expanded title or expand.ed, form used by the
Library of Congress and ISBD(S) is equivalent to the term full form,

Manuscript received November 1978; accepted for publicationJune 1979.
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but is avoided because it implies the "full form" is secondary or sub-
sidiary to the initialism.

As an illustration of the problem, the periodical whose cover reads
The Journal of Gmeral Education JGE presents on its title page and with
its editorial information the title.,/GE: The Jounral of General Edawt;ion,
and uses as its running head and in its address the title The Jou.mal of
General Education. For a more complicated example, the Journal of
Bank Researcfr gives the full form followed by its initialism (IBR\ on
the cover and at the head of the contents, the initialism followed by
the full form on the spine, the initialism alone with the editorial in-
formation, and the full form alone in the publisher statement. The
running head consists of both the full form and the initialism in alter-
nating positions on facing pag€s. As can be seen from these examples,
the question of the serial cataloger as to what to choose as the main
entry, and of the user as to where to find the periodical in an alpha-
betical shelf arrangement, is a legitimate one. Should the periodical
whose cover reads see Studies in Educational Eaaluation be cataloged and
fifed under Studies, see as a word or S.E.E. as initials?

In order to understand the scope of the problem better, 135 peri-
odicals using initialisms on their covers or spine were examined. The
initialism and its relationship to the full form of the title were noted
for eight locations: cover, title page, head of the contents, caption,
editorial information, publisher statement (or masthead), running
heads, and spine. In numerous instances, a number of these were
combined on one page, the most common combination being contents,
editorial information, and publisher statement, with the title at the top
of the page and in the publisher statement.

The results of this survey bear out the previous observation that
consistency is not a common characteristic of periodicals that use ini-
tialisms (indeed, the same might be said of serials in general). Of the
periodicals examined, only two were consistent in the use of the ini-
tialism throughout the publication, and in both of these cases all ref-
erence to the full form had been dropped. In thirty other periodicals,
some degree of consistency was noted where the initialism was present
only on the cover with all other locations using only the full form.
This would seem to imply that the cover is frequently used as a place
for graphic experimentation. In all the other periodicals, little or no
consistency was noted.

Title Page

This lack of consistency is reflected in the cataloging records acces-
sible in large cooperative data bases such as OCLC. Part of the reason
for this situation is the lack of a standard definition of title page as
applied to periodicals. Most catalogers recognize a monographic-style
title page as one containing the tide, the author statement, the edition
statement if appropriate, and some or all of the imprint. In the case
of the periodicals examined in this study, only 19 of the 135 had a
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tion that the definition is exclusive; indeed, the wording of several

(or serial) title page:

fullest information.

new definition.

Caption Title
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The title of a work given at rhe beginning of the first page of the text or at
the beginning of each chapter or section.

In the periodicals studied, fewer than one-third (41) of the periodicals
examined had what might by any definition be considered caption
titles, and about one-third (13) of these were actually given at the bot-
tom of the first page of each section or article. Also, two used a
unique abbreviation rather than either the full form or the initialism.
If the word beginning is interpreted as the top of the page, not to be
confused with the running tit le, and the two abbreviations are ig-
nored, only 26 of the 135 periodicals had a caption title. Whereas the
situation may be different with other types of serials, it would appear
that the caption title is of little value in attempting to clarify the prob-
lem of initialisms in periodical titles.

Masthead

Although masthead is adequately defined in a number of publica-
tions, the definition has not been fully accepted and has been subject
to some interpretation. For example, the Library of Congress does not
appear to recognize the existence of the masthead for serials other
than newspapers. The Librarians' Glossarl defines masthead as "the
statement of the name, ownership, address and frequency of publica-
tion, printer's name and address, and sometimes postage and sub-
scription rates of a periodical publication. It is usually on the last or
the editorial page of a newspaper, and on the editorial or contents
page of a magazine."s If one does not interpret this definit ion as re-
quiring inclusion of all the items indicated in all cases (for example,
printer's name and address are frequently omitted), the meaning of
rnasthead is quite clear. ANSI standard Z3S.l-1977 supports this in-
terpretation by its definition of masthead as "a section of a periodical
containing a statement of the name, ownership, and other characteris-
tics of the publication, usually found on the editorial or contents
page."n The AACR 2 def in i t ion is  substant ia l ly  the same. In most
cases, the masthead appears near the bottom of the contents page and
states: "(Title) is published by . . ." and/or "Address subscription
inquiries to . . . ," or the l ike.'fhe 

most frequent secondary source in the 135 periodicals was the
masthead, which was found in 102 of these periodicals. Reference to
the masthead is occasionally necessary for clarification of the intent of
the publisher. In some cases the cataloger may be uncertain as to
whether the init ialism is a logo, while in other cases the order of the
elements in the title may be uncertain due to irregular or confusing
graphic techniques.

Logo

The problem of init ialisms
and use of logos. Logo is an

.  368
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ill-defined but common term, generally
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meaning a printer's device used as an abbreviation or identification
symbol. Familiar examples of logos are the "AAA" within an oval of
the American Automobile Association and the interlocked "IH" of the
International Harvester Company. Logos may also consist of complete
words, such as the "Ford" script of the Ford Motor Company, or of
completely pictorial devices, such as the Bell System symbol. These lat-
ter two types of logos do not cause any problems with periodicals;
rather, the problem is one of differentiating between initialisms and
logos comprised of initials. The necessity for distinguishing logos from
intialisms arises as a result of a number of factors. The Library of
Congress in a rule interpretation states that "initialisms or acronyms
which appear on the title page as seals or logos are not to be ronsid-
ered part of the title."ro Also, the National Serials Data Program office
in assigning the key title follows the guideline: "When a ritle is distinc-
tive but a seal or logo is added for editorial or decorative reasons,
these seals and logos should generally be ignored."rr

The term logo is not defined in major dictionaries; it is generally
equated with logotype and sometimes with logogram. Logotype is defined
as "a single piece of type faced with two or more separate letters or
figures"rz and refers to ligature, one definition of which is "two or
more letters printed together as an identifying symbol."l3 Logogram is
defined as "a letter or character or symbol or sign used to represent
an ent i re word." ra From the v iewpoint  of  per iodical  t i t les,  these
definit ions leave something to be desired.

To help resolve this confusion, approximately fifty periodical titles
using initialisms that might be considered as logos were examined to
de te rm ine  the  cha rac te r i s t i cs  t ha t  d i s t i ngu i sh  t hem f rom o the r
initialisms, and a few guidelines for the identification of logos were
developed. Excluding those logos that are complete words or purely
pictorial devices, logo can be defined as:

A printer's device whereby one or more letters are presented in such a fash-
ion that they are: l. l inked, incomplete and/or highly stylized; 2. incorporated
within a decorative device such as a bkrck, circle or outl ine, map; or, 3. incor-
porated with other pictorial devices or symbols.

Examples of these types are given in figure l. Undoubtedly, questions
of interpretation wil l sti l l  arise, especially in regard to those logos
comprised of highly stylized initials, but the gray area of confusion
should be reduced by use of this definition.

The Rules and a Proposed Change

The definitions proposed above are required, first by the use of ini-
tialisms as part of the title of periodical publications, and second by
the existence of certain rules and guidelines. AACR 2 mentions ini-
t ialisms in rule t2.lEl: "Treat the full form of an acronym or ini-
tialism that is, or is part of, the title proper as other title information
if it is given in the chief source of information."r5 The Library of
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the expanded form is also present, the key-title will begin with the ac-

].e
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ronym, followed by a full stop and its expanded form."l7 Lastly, the
ISBD(S) states that "when the title consists of a set of initials or an
acronym, prominently displayed on the title-page or title-page substi-
tute where the expanded form is also present, the initials or acronym
are given as the title proper and the expanded form is given as other
title information."l8

Whereas the definitions proposed in the preceding sections are nec-
essary and, it is to be hoped, helpful to the serial cataloger, initialisms
in periodical titles remain a problem for the reader. To add to the
problem, a number of periodicals have dropped the initialisms they
added relatively recently. Application of the rules and guidelines al-
ready mentioned together with the rules for successive entry has the
result that a periodical that temporarily adds an initialism will have
three separate but linked records for what is essentially the same title.
In such cases, the regular reader will have been confused twice by the
shifting of the periodical in an alphabetically arranged collection. A
familiar example of this is that of Library Journal, which added the ab-
breviation L./ before the title some while ago. When the publisher
realized that this minor addition was being interpreted as a tit le
change, the initialism was dropped, and the publisher explained that
no change of title was intended.

To a large extent, this problem can be solved by the relatively sim-
ple method of consistently entering these periodicals under the full
form of the title, with secondary entries under the initialism. The sec-
ondary entries should be provided whether or not the initialism is a
logo. Exceptions to this practice would be required for those few peri-
odicals that have dropped all mention of the former full form of the
title. This method has the advantage of being simple to interpret and
apply and of avoiding unnecessary title changes caused by the addi-
tion or deletion of initialisms.

A Suruey of the Publishers

The relatively common use of the full form of the title alone in the
masthead seems to imply that the publishers of these periodicals con-
sider the initialisms to be abbreviations of the full form of the title,
much as nicknames are used instead of people's full names. Indeed,
of the 135 periodicals examined, the masthead contained only the full
form in 77.5 percent of the cases.

In order to test this hypothesis, eighty-eight publishers were asked
what they consider to be the true, official titles of their pefiodicals (for
the letter used in this survey, see the appendix). The publishers con-
tacted were all the U.S. publishers of the original 135 periodicals (in
order to minimize postal problems), with the exception of the two
whose periodicals currently use only the initialism and two whose pe-
riodicals have ceased publication. Of the eighty-eight queries sent, one
was returned by the Postal Service as "moved, left no address," and
eighty-four were returned by the publishers. One reply stated that the
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periodical had ceased publication and four replies were unclear;
seventy-nine were finally tabulated.

"Ptr is simply the acronym (and the logo)."
"(But we do refer to it unofficially as CZ)."
"However, it is also known as Lb&A and registered for copyright

both ways."
"FI is an abbreviation used in the bibliographies such as MLA, etc."

In summary, these replies do indicate generll agreement that the ac-
tual title of these periodicals is the full form, and the initialism is an
"abbreviation only."

Postscript

The initial survey of 135 periodicals led to the recommendation that
the. cataloging rules should be amended to enter periodicals using ini-
tialisms of this type under the full form of the title, with a notJ and

value of 9 in the 246 field could be redefined as Initialism title. since
the phrase Other title (second indicaror value 3) is already valid and
could be used for the other unspecified titles to which the value of 9
currently refers.
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APPENDIX

The Pennsylvania State University
The University Libraries

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Date: 25 January 1979

From: Frank E. SadowskiJr., Senior Assistant Librarian
Serials Department
W2l0 Pattee Library
University Park, PA 16802

To:

Upon examining your periodical for processing for our library, we find. thai

the title appea.i in difierent forms in different locations within the publica-

tion. Would you please indicate, by checking the appropriate-.line below'

which title you consider to be the true official title of your pcriodical, an_d_ re-

turn this query in the enclosed prestamped, preaddressed envelope' Your

cooperation is gready appreciated.

* + '* + ** 
linitialism]

t+**r**  [ fu l l  form]
*t*t**' linitialism, full form]

Other; please indicate title:

Sincerely,

Frank E. Sadowski Jr.
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Treqtmenf of People

ond Peoples in Subiecf Anolysis

Jrssrcn, L. MTLSTEAD HARRTS
M anager, Ind,exing D epartment

Research Publications, Inc.
W ood,brid.ge, C onne cti,cut

and
Donrs H. Clecr
Assoc'iate Professor

School of Library Scimce
F lorida State U niuersity

Tallahassee. Flmi.da

Parallel inuestigations of Library of Congress subject analysis of minority
groups uere carried out at St. John's Uniaersity and Flmida State Uniaersity.
Titles wne randomly m systematically selected frotn bibliographies on ethnic
groups, the handicapped., age groups, ttonrcn, gays, and alternatiae lift-styles.
The subject head.ings and the LC and DewE classifcation numbers applied by
LC were examined, to deternine: (1) if the subject arnlysis is prejud.iced, (2) i,f
the uocabulary is objectiue, (3) if the analysis is ffinsiue to the affected
group, and ft) tf the analysis prouifus access via the terms likely to be rced by
the intend.eil audience. The upda,ting peformed. on suQject heailings in recent
years uas found, to haue corrected rnany problems; recommendations are made

fm further updating and, for changes in appliration policies. The Dewey clas-
sif,cation, with a few minor problems, uas found. to be quite unbia,sed, but the
Library of Congress classifcatinn was found to be quite outd,ated, at least in
the uersions auailable for public use.

Background

Until recently it was almost an article of faith in librarianship that
subject analysis was objective; that is, the subject cataloger, on the
basis of literary warrant and usage, devised subject terms and classi-
fication notations to fit the works being cataloged. S/he refrained from
making judgments; e.g., the heading "superstitions" was reserved for
works stated by their authors to be about superstitions. Books about
palmistry, divination, or other such arts were to be analyzed as legiti-

Manuscript received March
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mate subjects of study in their own right, because the cataloger-was

not the 6rr. to decid6 which practices were superstitious and which

not.
The credit for bringinq the profession to the realization that, at

least so far as it pertai"ned to peoples, this "objectivity" was anything

but, goes to one parrotr, Sanford 
^Berman, 

whose numerous writings,

espec'ially tris frejudices and Antipathies,t forced the library world to

recosnize that miny of the termi used in subject analysis, particularly

subjict headings, reflected judgments that were ttiql,ly subjective'

fh. t.r-, i-r, .rr., at th; tiine they were established, did, b-y and

large, reflect both literary warrant ?nd- the usage at least of the au-

tho"rs of the works being inalyzed. The issue thui seemed at first to be

primarily one of curren"cy; ali sorts of terms, not just those relating to

people, 
'had 

not been updated when usage-changed' Later, other is-
'r.r.r'utor. 

when it was suggested that the subject -atalog, as an educa-

tional tool, should use.the "correct" term, the one used by grouP

members to apply to themselves, whether or not the term was popular

with the ,x.ti bf the catalog.2 This need was particularly emphasized

when the catalog term had invidious connotations, whether or not

ring to people. However, LC was slow to move on some ot the largest

gt&pt,'t...h as blacks and women, and in 1975 and 1976 Joan K'

il{arshall made a study of subject headings applied to women; the re-

sults of her work are'embodiid, in On Ef,ual-terms.3 In this work she

stared six ..principles for establishing iubject headings.relating_to

people and ieoples." Since these principles were accepted.by the ALA

hfSO CCS'subject Analysis Committe^e and serve ai guides for this

work, they are quoted below.

l. The authentic name of ethnic, national, religious, social, or sexual
groups should be established if such a name is determinable. If a Sroup
[o"r'not have an authentic name, the name preferred by the group
should be established. The determination of thi authentic or preferred
name should be based upon the literature of the people themselves (not

upon outside sources or experts), upon organizatibnal self-identification,
and/or upon group member exPerts.

2. In establishin[ subdivisions for use with the names of peop^le-or peoples,
consider the ionnotation, in addition to the denotation, of the wording

and structure of the subdivision. Avoid words that connote inferiority or

peculiarity. In establishing subdivisions for concepts ̂ applicable to all

ilurr", of'people, avoid vlriations in the structure of the subdivision
under certain'people or peoples. Avoid American/western European
ethnocentrism. Avoid value-loided words; aim for neutrality'
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3. The wording and structure of headings for minority or other groups
should not differ from headings for the majority. Avoid all "as" and "in"
constructions to describe practitioners of an activity.

4. Be specific and current. Do not use previously established terms to cover
new topics.

5. Do not use subsuming terminology. Do not establish headings for some,
but not all, classes of people or peoples.

6. Do not allow huge files of undifferentiated cards to accumulate under a
heading. One inch of cards represents app^roximately 100 titles; it takes
quite some time and patience on the part of a user to examine that many
titles in order to select those wanted.a

Meanwhile. there has been less discussion of classifications. The
editors of the Dewey Decima,l Cl.assification have worked for many years
to increase its international usefulness; this effort has included the use
of current terminology and care in the placement of subjects in the
classification.

Less attention has been paid to the updating of the Library of Con-
gress Classification (LCC). One can only speculate about the reasons,
but they might be that the meaning of a classification notation is not
immediately obvious to the user, and that LCC is used almost exclu-
sively in the United States and more heavily in academic than in pub-
lic libraries.

In 1976 the ALA Resolution on Racism and Sexism Awareness was
passed. This resolution singled out subject cataloging for specific men-
tion. The Resources and Technical Services Division (RTSD) dele-
gated the responsibility to the Cataloging and Classification Section
(CCS) Subject Analysis Committee, which formed an ad hoc Sub-
committee on Racism and Sexism in Subiect Analysis with the follow-
ing charge-;

To identify areas of classification systems and subject headings which require
change pursuant to the July 1976 ALA Resolution on Racism and Sexism
Awareness; to establish priority ranking for making these changes; and to re-
port these findings to the Subject Analysis Committee for transmittal via the
RTSD Executive Board to the appropriate change-making organizations.

Members of the subcommittee are: Elizabeth Dickinson, chairperson;
Bet ty  Brown;  Jessica L.  Mi ls tead Harr is ;  Joan K.  Marshal l ;  and
Desretta McAllister.

The subcommittee decided to widen the scope of its investigation to
include the handicapped and persons with alternative life-styles, since
both are now included in the ALA equal employment opportunity
guidelines. It also recognized that hard data on the extent of the
problem in subject analysis tools today were lacking. Library of Con-
gress subject headings (LCSH), the system the failings of which were
best documented, was undergoing rapid change. The situation in
other systems was not at all well known. The study reported below
was undertaken in order to provide at least some of the needed data,
but its design, conclusions, and recommendations are the sole respon-
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sibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of any
part of ALA.

Methodology

In view of the significance and scope of the problem, the authors
decided to undertake a two-part study, using students to gather data
and undertake the preliminary analysis. The rationale for this proce-
dure was that if the findings of both parts of the study confirmed
each other, the conclusions would be more firmly supported than by a

odologies followed are described below.
The concern was to locate cataloging records that met four criteria:
l. The cataloging was authoritative (i.e., done by LC).
2. The record was for a work published in 1970 or later.
3. The published work was in book form.
4. The documents dealt with a specific subject or group that has re-

ceived inadequate subject analysis in the past.

A random or systematic sample of t it les for each group being
analyzed was selected from a current bibliography. Appendix 2 lists
the groups studied at UCLA and FSU, together with the bibliog-
raphies used for each.

A note should be made here on the omission of blacks and women
from this study. Women were omitted because Marshall's On Equal
Termss thoroughly covers subject headings (but not classification) in
this area. Clack6 has thoroughly documented the treatment of Afro-
Americans in subject analysis. The authors chose to pay greater atten-

and DC class numbers if LC cataloging was found. If i t was not
found, the work was discarded from the sample; when necessary (if
too many were discarded), a new sample was drawn to compensate for
the discards.

At FSU, the twenty-one students in the intermediate and advanced
cataloging classes formed teams of three-two intermediate and one
advanced student-to study each group. They searched each title in
the OCLC data base via computer terminals and made printouts of
Library of Congress entries to facilitate the analysis.

The assigned subject headings and classification numbers were
analyzed, to determine: (l) if the subject analysis is prejudiced; i.e., if
its slant is negative; (2) if the vocabulary is objective; i.e., are terms
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sti l l  in use that today are considered pejorative? (3) if the subject
analysis is, to the best of the observer's abil ity to determine from
available literature, offensive to the affected group; and (4) if the sub-
ject analysis provides access via the terms the searchers at whom the

work is directed would be likely to use; specifically, whether books ob-
viously aimed at improving understanding- of a group could be ac-
cessed through the name of the group or another term associated
with it.

Clearly the application of these criteria is subjective to some extent,
but the findings have been carefully examined and the conclusions
kept conservative to eliminate possible bias. The books or annotations
in the bibliographies were examined when the wording of the title did
not make the subject clear.

To ensure the use of the latest vocabulary, the subject headings and
class numbers found were checked in new editions and updates of the
subject heading list and classification schedules to see if they had been
changed. All conclusions are based on what the analysis would be if
the work were cataloged at the time of the study.

Findings : Subj ect H eadings

In the past few years the Library of Congress has undertaken a
great deal of updating of its subject headings, and the results were
evident in this siudy. Many of the objectionable headings found would
not have.been used if the work were being cataloged today. However,
problems in terminology and application remain.

Objectifcation. Four groups of people are denoted in the LCSH by
adjectival forms used as nouns, a form of labeling that seems to deny
humanity to them. These are "Aged," "Blind," "Deaf," and "Handi-
capped." These headings could easily be modified by attaching the
word "people" to the end of each.

Indiuidmk as Group Mernbers. Repeatedly it was found that when a
work-such as an individual biography, autobiography, personal rem-

relevant materials- On the other hand, collective biographies of indi-
viduals so associated with a special class of persons, ethnic group and
condition were assigned a pertinent topical subject heading, e.g.,
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conditions in instances where the ethnicity or the disabling condition
is a factor in the evolution and advancement of the central theme.
Works about individuals so identified may be the only source of such
information. Library users would be better served if some attemPt

been listed as a pattern heading, picking out th€se groups may be
questioned. Until-1977, when Italian Arnerican crisinals was added
to the list, Jewish criminals, Afro-American criminals, and Indians
of North AmericeCrime shared the dubious distinction of being
the only ethnic groups recognized by LC,as having a crime problem.

When use of a particular group is intended only as an example,
care should be taken also to include groups that have not been heavily

but not used for sorne, such as the first.

Heart-Diseases-Personal narratives
Goronary heart disease

Old Age
Income
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Mexican Americans-United States
\AlomeeUnited States

Homosexuality-United States
Civil rights-United States

Agricultural Laborers-Southwestern States
Mexican Americans-Economic conditions-Southwestern States

This l ist indicates types of headings for which further study is
needed to determine if the number of titles is sufficient to warrant
synthesis.

There is one instance where the need can be stated quite positively,
however: Afro-Americans-Employment, plus a second heading
for type of employment. The one example given is representative of
five works on Afro-Americans in various occuPations (out of thirty-
four references on minorities in the economy).

in the literature from those born in Puerto Rico, there is no term
which makes the distinction.

ings as Chinese in [p lace]-History.  Today th is  would be
Chinese Americans-Historyr which is still inadequate.
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In 1974, Japanese Americans-Evacuation and relocation,
1942-1945 replaced World War, I939-l94LEvacuation of ci-
vilians and Concentration camps-United States for internment
of Japanese Americans during World War II. Even this new
term is a bit euphemistic, since people are usually evacuated for
their own protection and that was nor the case in this instance.

3. Mexican Americaru. The most obvious issue here is whether or not
the heading Mexican American should be replaced by Chicano,
and it appears the issue may not yet be resolved. Twenty-five of
the twenty-nine titles in the UCLA sample contained one of the
terms, fourteen using Mexican American (or in one case American
Mexican), while eleven used,Chicano in the title, with no solid evi-
dence that there has been a trend in either direction in the years
between 1970 and 1975 covered by the sample.  The FSU
findings were similar. In accord with Marshall's principle that the
usage of the group in question should determine the heading, a
breakdown by Hispanic- and non-Hispanic-surnamed authors
was made. Hispanic-surnamed authors used Mexican American
over Chicano in a ratio of three to two (twelve to eight), while
non-Hispanic authors were almost evenly divided (six Mexican
American, seven Chicarzo). Further study is needed to determine if
literary warrant requires a change in terminology.

MexiceHistory was used in one case for a historical work
about Mexican Americans. One hopes this was an error.

4. Jews. Headings relating to Jews were acceptable except for the
heading flolocaust, 1939-1945, whose starting date is questiona-
ble. The heading Jewish question has been discussed elsewhere;e
it did not appear in this sample, but it has not been deleted from
LCSH and was sti l l  applied to books in mid-1978.

5. Natiae Amcricans. The most obvious issue with this group is the
continued use of the term Indians. Running a close second is the
use of political boundaries for the geographic breakdowns, as
Indians of North America-California. Below the broadest level.
these boundaries bear little relation to the original territories.

The subject headings assigned to the works were coextensive
with the subjects treated; however, one subject heading raised a
problem: Indians of North America--Captivities. The use of
the subdivision requires clarification. As displayed it is not clear
whether the Indians are being held captive or if they are holding
other groups captive. The references do not provide the neces-
sary clarification. Otherwise, Library of Congress subject head-
ings provide quite extensive subject coverage for this group. The
following subject headings are objectionable or pejorative:

Indians of North America as seamen
Indians of North America as soldiers
Indians of North America-Crime
Indians of North Americeliquor problem
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6.

These subjects are not unique to Indian culture and therefore
should not 

-be 
so displayed. 

-They 
should either be apPlied to

other groups as well br dropped here. The lgbject heading In-
dians of Nbrth America, Treatrnent of actually means mistreat-
ment by the majority race. Perhaps -Relations with [govern-
ment, etc.] would remove the ambiguity.

No attempt was made to determine the extent to which the
names appli,ed to specific groups were in accord with Marshall's
principlis-(though it is well knbwn that many are not).. The de-
termination requires study of each individual case. It is recom-
mended that such a study be undertaken.
Thi.rd Worl.d Peoples. Only one sample, of Africans in general, was
used, so this discussion is not definit ive. It does indicate the
kinds of problems that arise. Despite some modernizing of the
headings, problems remain. South Africa-Race relations really
means apartheid, while Native races as both heading and sub-
div is ion-  is  ethnocentr ic .  Berman's proposal  of  "Colonized

peoples" is just as judgmental; his proposed "PeoP_les" (as a sub-
itiviiion; is more appropriate.to The subdivision -Discovery and
exploration appti6d to any continent except Antarctica is- de-

cidedly Westein in bias; applied to Africa, where humankind
may have originated, it is almost ludicrous. If discovery and.ex-
ploration by Europeans is intended, this should be made explicit.

bays. Homosexuals; flomosexuals, Male; and Lesbians are the

p..t.ttt subject headings for this grouP- A count showed that

ho.*, of himosexu,al aia go1 werJ used equally in the UCLA

sample-seven each, with two more titles _"ji"S b9^t!:and no evi-

denie of a trend over the period from 197 I to 1977 covered by^

the titles. The FSU sample did show literary warrant for use of

the term ga1,s. Further r-esearch is needed, Particularly to deter-
mine the"preference of the group-information not available

with the methodology used.
A review of subjEct headings used with this material showed

that many of the bbjectionable linkages to and from the main

heading ilomosexuality that existed in prior editions of the Li-

brary oT Congress subjict headings list have been rectified; thus,

mosi of the 6bjectionl to the syndetic structure have been re-

moved.

17

8. Teenagers. Here again the first problem is in the term to refer to

the g-roup as a whole. Only in subject headings ar€ teenagers

callei yoith tod.ay. Young adult, youth, kids, grown children, adoles'
cent, aid boys each appEared in one title in the sample,. while

)oung u)onl.an (young iornen) and teenage(r) each appeared in two

iitles-. Literary- wariant is of no use whatever in this sample, nor

can Marshali 's principle of using the name preferred Py. ttt"

group be applied to these findinfs, since few or none of these

books were written by teenagers.
Since no other kind of iork is distinguished by intellectual
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braries, Young people's.
9. Senior Citizen{. The number of times each of these words or

the other terms. Aging should be treated, both in the syndetic
structure and in thi aisignment of headings' as a process that
involves us all.

i ly biased toward biography, l imiting the range of headings
found.

A review of the subject headings used shows that some could
be judged objectionable. Education of the mentally retarded
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would be less object ionable were the heading Mental ly
handicapped-Education, or Education of the ment{ly handi'
capped.- Mental deficiency would be less objectionable were it
Mentally handicapped.

Mongolism today could perfectly well be replaced by "Down's
syndrome," and Idiot, while keeping a precise technical mean-

Findings : DewE Decimal Classification

Ethnic Groups. The recent provision in Dewey for breakdowns for
ethnic, racial, and national gioups in many parts of the classification
has made it possible to proride imphasis thai was formerly not possi-
ble. The failure of the classification numbers for many older works in
the samples to bring out the ethnic aspect shows that this provision is
needed. In fact, its use should be extended.

dominant groups; this wording would be preferable.
A deficiency was found for biographical material, in that the ethnic

background of individual biographies was not brought out in the class
number. To do so could, however, be construed as a form of labeling,
unless the biography itself placed a strong emphasis on the ethnicity
of the individual.

Ethnic literatures such as Jewish literature likewise are not identi-
fiable through classification. In fact, access to works by and about Jews
was found to be poor unless the subject was religion.

One unsuitable Dewey number and one incorrect application were
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found. In Private Law,346, the subdivision -013 means "Capacity and

Francisco. Capacity and status of persons). The legal status and capac-
ity, or lack oi them, of a person of unsound mind is not the same
thing as that of a Chinese American. Such grouping isinap-propriate..

Fo-"ur works about Chicanos were classed in 301.4516872073 (Sociol-
ogy. Social structure. Nondominant aggregates of other origins [i.e.,
olher than of general, mixed or North American origin). Mexicans in the
United States) (italics ours). Four titles indicate some kind of errone-
ous policy rather than a single accident; Mexico is part of North
America.

Overall. two recommendations can be made: (l) find better ter-
minology ttran nondom.inant aggregates for 30I.45, and (2) separate ra-

deaf or blind person today.
Other  obsolete c lass i f icat ions and terminology are found in

today?
Gays. ln Dewey, homosexuality in 616.85834 is a character neurosis,

one of the "sexual aberrations, manias, perversions," along with nym-

phomania and sadism. In sociology, the number for gays is 301.4157,
under "abnormal sexual relations."

Age Groups. Th. analysis failed to turn up problems for either

teenagers or senrors.
Altelrntiae Life-Styles. These are either totally ignored or buried with

topics designed for traditional life-styles.

Find,ings : LC Classifcation

Overall, the LC classification was found to be quite out of date in

both terminology and placement of subjects. Some updating has been
done in recent years, but it is extremely slow.

Ethnic Groupi. Many of the works on ethnic groups in the popula-
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would be welcome.
Almost all books about native Americans are grouPed in E5l-99'

of the United States as a whole.

should not be perpetuated in the classification.
Disabted People. Material about services to the disabled is found in

HV, Social pathology. Blind and deaf people are located,- along with

the sick a.td infirm-,' in HVl55l-3019 (Defectives). It is the heading
that is defective here.
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g€ne-pool. LC400l-4801 is Education of defective children, including
the.destitute, physically defective (e.g., blind, crippled), mentally de--
fective and backward, and morally delective children. These shouid be
updated analogously to HV3004-3008 where "Feeble minded chil-
dren" has become "Mentally handicapped children." Meanwhile, edu-
cation of the blind is placed in HV .iih.. than in L (Educatiottj. fn.
"defectives" in HV are limited ro the blind, the deaf and dumb, the
feeble-minded, and the insane. Other types of physical and mental
handicaps, including multiple handicapi, have- no similar secrion,
pejorative or not, for their social aspects and adjustments.

.Gays. Most works were classified in HQ76 (Social groups. Sex rela-
tions. Abnormal sex relations. Homosexuality), a placement that is
both out of date and pejorative.

Seniors. Works about senior citizens are classified in HD70g0-72b0
(Working men's insurance and social security) and HQl060-1064
(The Family. Marriage. Home). Neither of these provides adequate
access.

Alternatiae Lift-Sryles. As a fairly new topic in an older classification,
some adjustments wil l need to be made in assigning classification
numbers in order to accommodate this topic. The LiUraiy of Congress
classification invariably links Marriage, Family, and Home whei, in
reality, marriage and iamily are not irecessarily connected. A heading
for just Family without a link to Marriage would be in order to ac-
commodate both unconventional and conventional family groups.
Otherwise the coverage is adequate.

Alternative approaches to sexual experiences (termed Abnormal sex
relations) are treated under Family/Marriage/Woman. This is sexist
because it includes references only to women and not to men.

Works on communal living as'an alternative life-style are classified
as general works on communism. This classification seems extremely
inadequate and biased.

Conclusions

lubject Headings. The process of catching up after years of outdated

llbject-headings is well begun, but there-is still some distance ro go.
The following changes in subject headings are recommended:

l. Abandon objectification.
2. Synthesize complex concepts.
3 .  L im i t  subd i v i s i ons  -FOREIGN POPULATION and

-FOREIGN INFLUENCES to works about peo;ile not born in
the U.S.

4. Limit or abandon terms with negative connotations such as
-RACE QUESTION and ACCULTURATION.

5. Continue the switch to the names used by the people them-
sefves. In particular, investigate "Gays," "Chicanos," and names
of native American peoples.

6. Rationalize terminology relating to rhe aging process.
7. Add more scope notes.
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8. Abandon or redistribute certain subdivisions that reinforce
stereotypes.

9.  Reword some object ionable terms such as INDIANS OF
NORTH AMERICA. TREATMENT OF aNd INDIANS OF
NORTH AMERICA-CAPTIVITIES, to present a more accu-
rate indication of the subject.

10. Undertake to determine from the groups themselves the best
labels for such groups as Gays, Indians, Senior citizens, Hippies.

ll. Apply topical subject headings to biographies and fiction when
warranted by a discussion of the topic in the work.

12. Add new terminology to cover new topics as they appear in
publications.

C las sif, c ation : G ener al.
l. Display the history of native Americans so that it reflects its rela-

tionship to the history of the United States where possible.
2. Reflect modern views on the treatment of homosexuality.
3. Update and broaden terminology relating to the handicapped to

include all aspects of the subject.
4. Update the system to accommodate alternative life-styles.
DewE Classifcation The following recommendations may not cover

all the problems, but they do represent the major ones found in this
study.

l. In medicine, l imit psychoneuroses to conditions generally ac-
cepted as neurotic today. Relocate epilepsy, neurological speech
disorders, mental retardation, and homosexuality.

2. Examine closely any number where such groups as women,.
slaves, and ethnic groups are mixed together.

3. Continue breaking up indiscriminate groupings as in the splitting
off of homosexuality (301.4157) from perversions and sex life
outside marriage (301.415).

4. Change "Nondominant aggregates" (301.45)-perhaps back to
the "Nondominant groups" of edition 17.

5. Change "Social pathology."
LC Classification. Problems of obsolescent terminology are most obvi-

ous here, but some relocations are needed. This analysis throughout
was dependent on the publicly available versions of the LC classifica-
tion. This restriction means that, while the numbers located are pre-
sumably correct, the investigators did not have access to any changes
that may have been made in wording of the captions. This approach
is considered justified because only the catalogers at LC have access to
anything more current than was used for the study; the concern here
is with the effect of policies on the field.

l. Revise terminology for Afro-Americans (E185) and relocate to
the appropriate places in the classification.

2. Relocate and revise terminology for other ethnic groups in the
population in E-F.

3. Revise terminology for the disabled, retarded, senior citizens,
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and children in H. Get rid of terms such as d,efectiues. Revise

terminology in L for special education.
4. Change tihe classification in H so that homosexuals are not

classified as deviants.
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APPENDIX 2
GROUPS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

After each group is an indication of which of the two studies included it and the

bibliographies used.

Africa and Africans (UCLA: Hennepin County)
Alternative life-styles (FSU: Caslei, Constantine and Constantine, Kanter, O'Brien,

Silverman, Hunt and Hunt)
Blind people (UCLA: Mullins and Wolfe)
Chinese Americans (UCLA: Cashman)
Deaf, deaf-blind, and murc people (UCLA: Mullins and Wolfe)
Ethnicity in America (UCLA: Weed)
Gays (FSU: Parker; UCLA: ALA SRRT)
General handicaps (FSU: Cohen, Mullins and Wolfe)
Injuries and illnesses (UCLA: Mullins and Wolfe)
Italian Americans (UCLA: Diodati)

Japanese Americans (UCLA: Cashman)
jewish Americans (FSU: Buttlar and Wynar; UCLA: Cashman)
Mentally disadvantaged (UCLA: Mullins and Wolfe)
Mexican Americans (FSU: Buttlar and Wynar)
Minorities in the U.S. economy (UCLA: Univ. of Calif., Santa Barbara)
Native Americans (FSU: Buttlar and Wynar)
Physical handicaps (UCI-A: Mullins and Wolfe)
Puerto Rican Americans (UCLA: Cashman)
Senior citizens (FSU: Hennepin County; UCLA: Balkema)
Teenagers (UCLA: Mullins and Wolfe)
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The Essentiols or Desiderqto
of the Bibliogrophic Record
qs Discovered by Reseqrch

D. KnrsnyN WrrNrneus
Associnte Professor

Grad,uate Library School
Uniuersity of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

From this reuiew of some research on the rue of bibliographic sources-largely
catalog use studies4t eppears that the existing bibliographic apparahu has
usually proued successful. In most stu.dies the majority of tuers find what they
are looking for. Howeter, many questions haue not been asked. There are, for
example, at least four functions for a bibliographic source (finding list,
gathering, collocating, and eaaluatiue) and at least three modes of organizn-
tion for inforrnation (the use of terms to namz an access point, the we of con-
tent identifers to label the t pe of data, and natural language); but the major-
ity of studies haue inoestigated the use of sources where access is def.ned
through choice of mtry and uhere the user's need was either n find an itern or
to find, matnial fo a giuen author or on a giuen subject.

The fact that sorne searches fail, has led to two complementary types of
suggestion for im.proied choice of entry in these fles, but these tuo types of
suggestion haae not been integrated into a single coherent program. One
suggestion is to increase the nunber of access points for each uork, ustnlly by
increasing the number of title and permited title entries. Another suggestion is
to analyze further the problems inaolued in choice of entry so as to define a
coruistent set of principles such that the choice of entry for anl giaen work
would be predictable.

These same tuo suggestions haue been m,ad.e for the choice of subject entry
as well as for descrtptiae entry. Thus, increased use of title entries could. Iead
to incrbased suhject access for the tuer uho wants something on a subject.
Similarly, suggestions pertaining to choice of entry for subjects haue led to
such proposals as that for gedanken ind,exing, and suggestions pertaining to
thb choice of name for subjects haac led lo aarious systems of specifc and coex-
tensiae iubject names.

There is need for further research in order to synthesize these uarious
find,ings into a coherent sJstem that defines the relations between these aariorc
stud.ies.

Fdited version of a paper presented at the American Library Association Annual Con-
ference 26 June 1978; accepted for publication October 1978.
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specifically mentioned in his oft-quoted "Objects" for a catalog. Thus,
the finding list function is

l. To enable a user to find a book of which either

The gathering function rs

2. to show what the library has
d) by a given author
e) on a given subject
f) in a given kind of literature.2

collocated under place name, thus:

Chicago. City Council
Chicago. Clarence Buckingham Fountain

a) the author
b) the title
c) the subject

is known.r
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Chicago. First National Bank
Chicago-Politics and Governnent

The full extent of such collocation in catalogs has never been mea-
sured, and there are no adequate studies of its value for bibliographic
searching. In a study of the subject headings listed in Sears, Sinkankas
found that 64.5 percent of these headings were members of so-called
syntnctic grruFs, i.e., of groups where two or more subject headings
begin with the same word.3 Since this study was limited to subject
headings, there is no indication of the degree of collocation for a dic-
tionary catalog where author and title entries are also included. Fur-
thermore, since the data were taken from a printed authority list, they
did not include those subject headings that are synthesized either
through the use of such devices as foim or place subdivisions, non-
print headings, or representative (or key) headings or rhrough the
application of catalog code rules for proper names. Thus, the extent.
of collocation in an authority list was measured but not that in an
actual bibliographic list.

The evaluative or selective function was defined somewhat narrowly
by Cutter:

3. to assist in the choice of a book
g) as to its edition (bibliographically)
h) as to its character (literary or topical).,

The information for fulfilling this function in library catalogs is com-
monly limited to details of the bibliographic descriptions compiled
under a subject heading. In one study derived from Project Intrex
(and based on an extremely small data base), it was found that the
most important fields for this purpose included the title field, the sub-
ject terms, and the abstract. The ability of any freld to indicate the
utility of a document for a searcher correlated with its length.s How-
ever, the knowledge of subject experts as reported in book reviews or
selective lists is seldom encoded into catalogs or other inclusive lists,
even though the need for such information is widely recognized. (See,
for example, the papers of Maltby and Duxbury and of Menzel.)6'7

Although all four of these functions are commonly regarded as
necessary aspects of catalogs arld bibliographies, the available empiri-
cal studies of bibliographic searching pertain almost exclusively to the
first two functions, i.e., to the finding list or identifying function and
to the gathering function. One investigator even reported that some
questionnaires were discarded when it was found that the patrons
were using the catalog in order to select a publication rather than to
find either a publication or a list of publications.s

There are at least three ways in which to organize and present in-
formation: (l) through.t!r9 u-se of terms and proper names that desig-
nate categories or individuals; (2) through the use of content iden-
tifiers that designate a type of information; and (3) through rhe use of
natural language (rather than terms). Existing bibliographic sources
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usually exemplify the first mode of organization, and most of our
knowledge of bibliographic access is derived either from empirical
studies df catalog uJe or from analytical studies of the choice and
form of names. However, machine-readable records necessarily in-

clude content identifiers, and it now apPears that such identifiers are
useful in printed lists as well. Although- natural language is the com-
mon mode of communication for other information, it is rarely men-
tioned as a choice for bibliographic access to data.

Two sets of content identifiirs are currently used in bibliographic
records. They are the prescribed punctuation first introduced in the

Intem,ational Snndard Bibliographic bescription and now adopted in the

Anglo-Am.erican Cataloging Rutis and the system of.tags, indicators, and

s.rbfield codes of th; MARC format for machine-readable catalog
records.Frr The procedures for ast
graphic records are, in some resp€
cedures for assigning terms that n
of information that is to be separat
maker as an example of a specific t
that identifies that type of informat
of information is defined by the logic of the content identifiers rather
than the sequence of information in the publication described. Thus,
for example, once a statement has been identif ied as a publisher
statement it is recorded as element 2 of area 3 (in the present code)
and introduced by a space-colon-space. In a MARC record. it is as-
signed a location'addressed by ta! 26fr and introduced by subfield

code $b.
Such systems have several obvious advantages. The use of content

identifiers implies an efficient use of space for variable-length records
in machine-r-eadable form. The identifiers are easier and faster to
define than any system of specific names. They enable the user who
knows their meaning to interpret a record accurately-thus, for
example, the reader oT a modern catalog record can identify the pub-
lishei statement from the content identifiers without necessarily rec-
ognizing the name of the publisher or knowing the language of the
record. In a study of a somewhat different character, Barney sug-
gested that conteni identifiers could be used to define similar formats
For entries compiled in different publications (e.g., botanical flora).12
Furthermore, editors could use suih a system as a checklist in order to
identify both necessary and desirable information for each entry. He
points to sevefal publications where the entries include less than the
bptimum amount of data and suggests that the existence of a format
would emphasize the need for such types of data. Finally, at least in
machine-rladable files, such devices can be used for retrieval. The
procedure is almost certainly always defined as a serial search of the
frle and for complex searches can be defined as a form of Boolean
logic as well. Since the content identifiers label only the type of infor-
mation, searchers must identify all names and forms of names they
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Although these studies varied grearly in detail, it was found that
typical catalog searches were eithei for-an item that the user knew to
exist or for material on a subject, i.e., for two of the known functions
of a catalog. There was little br no attempr to identify other types of
functio.n that might be important for biLliographic access. In- some
dtscussions the known item searches were correlated ,with the use of

purpose of identifying the works of an aurhor.
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of the searches at Yale were for known items). Jackson reported that

by Lipetz. He found that l0 percent of the searches failed because the
niateiial was not in the collection, I percent failed because the infor-
mation in the query was too abbreviated to be identifiable, and 6 Per-
cent of the searches failed even though the card was in the catalog
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body was, at that time, entered under the corporate name; and in
other cases the entry for a work consisted of i combination of the
name most closely associated with a work and a term designating the
torm- or category of the work, e.g., Australia. Constitution.2r

, 
Subject headings are similariy ambiguous. Supposedly, a subject

heading tells what a work is abour, but-form heaaings---€.g., scielce
Fiction-name the form of the work. These various jilrbiguTties in the
referent of a heading are sometimes explained as .ottu"ii.rrt for the
user. After reviewing some of the variations in form of corporate
tuT., Lubetzky concluded: "It is, then, as an exploit in reader psy-
chology that we have evolved a maze of rules in itre apparent tetii:r

rave to grope his way, he will lead
rtination."22
bably the rurning point. Since then,
the conclusion that a set of consis-
will serve their users better than a

r, individually, convenient but that,
rriety of different interpretations of
>r the subject of a work. Analytical
identify the alternative choices for

entry, name' and form of name so that codes can be defined in a con-
sistent manner. In a study of medieval names, Macey identified five
different forms of name and described their use in virious reference
sources.23 In her study of corporate names, verona not only identified
different choices for name and form of name but also identified sev-
eral different bases for choice of entry such as "corporate activity" and
"sponsoring.bg9y" or "promulgating jurisdictionn and'Jurisdiction
governed."za However,-when ihe aigies both (l) that"sponsoring
bodies and jurisdicrions governed arE inappropriate in the authoi
cqglog because they_ are examples of namis mbst closely associated
with the work and (2) that useri are more likely to look for the con-
stitution of Australia under the name of the jurisdiction governed,
Australia, rather than under the name of the 

"promulgatin[ 
jurisdic-

tion, Great Brirain, it becomes clear that this is bnry thE firsislep in a
necessary analysis.2s what is needed nexr is an analysis of the full set
of functions that access points may fulfill-e.g., author, name most
closely associated with thi work, jurisdiction gJverned, eic.-together
yill u" analy^sis of the- types of nime that fulfi-ll each type of fuiction.
with such a framework i[ would prove possible to test iira tn.n define
the necessary forms of descriptini accesi points for works under vary-
rng crrcumstances.

There have been several attempts to identify additional types of
entry tha^t should be included in a catalog in order ro reduce ihe fail-
ure rate for both known item and subject sear4hes. A common finding
is that the failure rate for known iteh searches could be reduced if
there were more title added entries. Tate, for example, found that the
titles in bibliographic citations match titles in catalog iecords more often
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than do the names of the authors.26 Similarly, in the study of catalog
use at Ann Arbor it was found that, although known item searches
usually began with the author, the author information was correct

only 41.9 percent of the time while the title information was correct

to select five publications from a collection and make some notes as to

why these rvoikr were interesting. After several weeks they were asked

to describe these publications Uy nnmg out a questionnaire that asked

about both standard and nonstandard features. Thirty-seven percent

of the responses identified titles that were findable in a conventional
public cadlog but 80 percenr of the titles could have been found in a

iully permut6d title index. Accordingly, Don Swanson (director of the

project) recommended that future latalogs include rather full title

word indexes.2s

To rhe extent that the conditions of the memory experiment can be assumed
to reflect future retrieval conditions, and to the extent that the statistics of the

the document in a large collection.2e

Of course, in large collections, such a reduction would not be effective

unless standard ilu.s were used first to reduce the list of possible al-
ternatives to around ten thousand items. For this reason' Cooper sug-

gested that an automated index of weak clues might prove an appro-
priate supplement to some form of printed catalog.

One iniiiguing finding of the requirements study pertains to subject
headings. Rlspoidenm 6ften suggeited subject headings that matched
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terms that retrieved these documents. Releaance is often assumed to
mean the sense in which the subject headings and the documents they
repres.ent are "about' 

-a given topic. Thui, the choice of a subject
entry is determined by knowledge of what the work is about. But ihis
is somewhat vague. In a recent ieview Saracevic has identified several
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to define language as a deterministic process.
In one stu"dy 

"underraken jointly at the university of Georgia arrd

the University'of California, Los-Angeles, a series of interviews be-

tween the users and the reference librarians were analyzed in some

detail. One purpose of this study was to identify those- parts of the
procedures ihaf could be described formally. Briggs has reported

ipecifically on rhe results ar UCLA. An analysis of these results led

him to the conclusion that

the interaction between the user and the intermediary is not a linear process,
despite descriptions to the contTary in tfrg literature. The process is non-
detirministic and is characterized by the ability of the human intermediary to

adapt it to the particular needs of the user.36

However, the data discussed in this study differ greatly from the data
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ble in character.3e

groups in various cultures.ao- 
There are a large number of such studies and each accounts for a

rather narrow range of linguistic behavior. It is reasonable to suPPose
that some of them could be combined into a larger, more complex
model that could account for some proportion of linguistic behavior.
Furthermore, this proportion mighi be useful in some instances for

developing models 
-thai 

could be used to scan texts to identify some
types of iiformation. However, no such model is available at the pres-
ent time.

systems for subject access, these systems exemplify two widely known
weaknesses, but the effect of these weaknesses on user access to mate-
rials has never been investigated. These two weaknesses were noted by
Cutter as well as by almost every person who has written on the rela-

only with heaven.ar
It is odd that systems of uncontrolled vocabulary have not been

more seriously studied, for they are faster and less costly to prePare
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than other lists. In a recent discussion of this issue it was suggested

that uncontrolled vocabulary might often be adequate for su'iect

searches, since users often seek 6nly one or two items rather than

everything on the subject:

In systems of controlled vocabularY, the indexer-is required to in-

troduce all new subject names into an authority list first and then

exrract the needed r,i-.r from the list. There are two reasons for this

named as either the first or last element of the subject name.
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ings or that the use of such terms would be of added help in subject

searches-although both possibilities appear reasonable.
In one study oT user pieferences irr published indexes their prefer-

ences were related to 
-differences 

in the character of the subject

British Technology Indzx first was that

assessed.oa

list and we know something about user behavior in relation to some of

these functions. We knowiome different modes for the organization
of bibliographic information but we do not know how these different

modes .6lut'e to user needs. For systems in which organization is de-

fined by the use of terms, we know some alternative choices for entry

and some alternative choices for names and forms of names' Fur-

thermore, we know something about the way in which users consult

such lists, but we do not know the relationship between these various

choices for entry, name, and form of name on the one hand and user

needs on the other. What we need is an overall theory that would en-

able us to define relationships between the findings of various studies.
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REVISION OF ANSI STANDARD
FOR LIBRARY MATERIALS PRICE INDEXES

The American National Standards Committee 239 Subcommittee I: Price In-
dexes for Libtary Materials has been formed to revise the existing standard
239.20, adopted in 1974. The members of the subcommittee are Jeffrey
Gardner, Association of Research Libraries; Robert C. Sullivan, Library of
Congress; and Sally Williams, Harvard College Library. The subcommittee is
now seeking suggestions from the library community. Indexes based upon the
current ANSI standards are formulated by the ALA Library Materials Price
Index Committee, a committee of the Resources Section, RTSD, and pub-
lished annually in the Bouker Annual of Library and. Book Tralc Information. lf
you have used price indexes in the pasr with less than satisfactory results, now
is the time to make recommendations for improvements. Send your comments
to Fred C. Lvnden. Chair. ANSI Subcommittee I. Rockefeller Librarv. Brown
University, Providence, RI 02912.
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Reprogrophic Services
in Americon Librories*

JosEpH Z. Nrrlcxr
Executiae Director, Libraries and Leaming Resources

U niv ersity of W iscoruin4 shhosh

TUt p"p? eualuates dan gathered in the seaenth edition of the Directory of
Library Reprographic Services (197s) in terms of the hinns af instituiians
lu^kd.and the types of reprographir seruices offered. it ako rnieis some issues
of ad'ministratiae inuoluemmt in library reprographic seruices raised, b1 other
stud,izs.

Introductory Remarhs

+This is a condensed and considerably revised version of a paper entitled "Emerging
Profile of Reprographic services in American Libraries," publiihid as a microfiche iupl
plement to the seventh edition of the Dirccnrl of Library Reprographic stntices.

Manuscript received August lg78; accepted for publicationJune l9?g.
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correspondence, and procedures.

Reprographic Sentices in the United Sntes

The distribution of the 481 libraries by type is shown in table 2'
These libraries are located throughout the fifty states and three
territories.

Analysis of the geographical distribution of libraries offering ser-
vices, presented in-tabl=e 5, shows the highest -concentration of institu-
tions offering reprographic services to be in the northeastern and the
lowest to be in the n-orth*estern United States, with almost 30 percent

*All tabulations in this paper exclude data from three libraries received after this

study was completed.
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20 percent fifteen cents per exposure, and slightly more than 5 per-
cent list twenty-five cents per page copied. Each of the other charges,
five cents and twenty cents, was listed by fewer than 5 percent of all
reporting libraries.

TABLE I

Snnvrcns OrpEnro sv U.S. LIBRARIES (N = 481)

Product
Available Not Available

Number Percent Number Percent
No Answer

Number Percent

Electrostatic
coPy

Photographic
Prints

4t9

136

87. l

28.3

40.8

35.3

22.2
57.2

23.3
28. I

5 1 . 8

41.2

20.4
20.0

9 t 9

180

1 9 l

227
l l 0

44.1

37.4

39.7

47.2
22.9

62

133

12.9

27.7

2 1 . 8

24.9

30.6
19 .9

76.7
7  t . 9

103 21.4

128 26.6

35mm Negative
Microfilm 196

35mm Positive
Microfilm 170

Positive/Negative
Microform 107

Hard Copy 275
Locally Gener-

ated Com-
puterized
Tools ll2

Others* 135
Interlibrary Loan Services:

Or ig inal  Dis-
sertat.rons
Lent 249

Filmed by
Xerox for
Purchase 198

Filmed Locally
for Purchase 98

Serials Services 96

t05

120

t47
96

129

155

209
247

26.8

32.2

43.4
5 1 . 3

369
346

r74 36.2
138 28.7

'Includes such services as slides, color prints, etc. See table I l.

TABLE 2

LTBRARTES OrrrnrNc Snnvlcrs By TYPE

Reporting Institutions
Type of Institution Number Percent

Universities
Colleges
State Libraries
Public Libraries
Historical Societies
Others

Total

27r
54
36
30
25
65

481

56.3
l 1 . 2

1 , 5

6.2
5.2

13.5
100.0
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IABLE 3

GToCnepHTC DISTR.IBUTION OF REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES

Area*
Number of
Libraries

Percent of
Libraries

Northwest
North Central
Northeast
Southwest
South Central
Southeast
Alaska/Hawaii
Territories

Total

9 9

l f )

178
49
l o
7r
6
3

481

4.6
15.8
37.0
10.2
15.8
14.8
t . 2
0.6

100.0

Vermont;
Southwest: Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah;
South Central: Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma,

Texas;
Southeast: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Virginia, West Virginia.

TABLE 4

Cosr oF Elrctnosrertc DUPLICATIoNS

per of of Minimum of of Completion .. of . 
of

Exposure Libraries Libraries Charge Libraries Libraries Time Libraries Libraries

Free 5 1.2 None 19 8.1 I  Day 6 8  1 6 9
5A-25C 394 94.0 5C-9O9 7 3.0 l-30 Days* 67 16.7

Cost of Duplication
Cost Number Percent

Minimum Charge
Numtler Percent

29
t 2

Completion Time
Number Percent

t6.4

309-509 12
Over 500 8

2.9  $ l
l .e $ l-$2

$2
$2-$3

94 40.0 2 Days 68 16.9
32 13.6 2-10 DaYs* 32 8.0

$3 19
Over $3 23

419 100.0 Total 235

12.3 3 Days 66
5.1 More than

3 Days l0 l  25.1
8 .1
9.8

100.0 Total 402 100.0

*Various completion times reported within indicated ranges.

More than half of all institutions indicated that they need no more

than three days to complete orders for electrostatic copies. The
longest tirne needed was thirty days, reported by less than one-fourth
of I percent of all institutions.

Sh[hdy less than half of the libraries suPplied information on the
minimum charges required for each electrostatic request. More than
half of the responding libraries reported a charge of no more than
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$1, with only a few requiring no minimum. Within the range of $1.00
to $2.00 minimum charges, the figure mosr frequently l isted was
$1.50. Less than I percent of the institutions were using outside con-
tractors to provide electrostatic duplications.

Photographic Prints. This service consists of the conventional,

ported no services (44 percent).

among half of all laboratories.

rres.
Since 1967, the Library Materials Price Index Committee of the Re-

sources Section, Resources and Technical Services Division of the
American Library Association, has been sponsoring a compilation of
the microform rates indexes based on ratas [sted in the correspond-
ing editions of the Directory. The most recent index for negative and
positive microfilm rates, based on the sixth edition of the Directory

TABLE 5

Cosr or PHoToctepHrc PRINTS

Reporting Institutions
Costs Number Percent

Less than $ I
$ l -$ l0
More than $10

Total

t4
3 l

4
49

28.6
63.3
8 . 1

100.0
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(1976), was prepared by Imre T. Jarmy.3 The study indicates that the
index value fof negative microfilm rate increased. by 17.3 percent for
the period between 1972 and,1975, while the index value for the posi-
tive microfilm rate increased by 36.5 percent for the same period.

35mm Negative Film. Among the laboratories rePorting charges for
this service (see table 6), the most frequently listed is a ten-cent charge
per exposure (30 percent of all reporting units). A few libraries
quoted charges per 100 feet, ranging from $7.05 to $18.00. However,
no two libraries within this range used the same pricing scale; an in-
significant number of institutions listed the prices per one foot rang-
ing from $1.00 to $1.50. More than half of all the reporting institu-
tions needed from ten to ninety days to complete the order, 14 per-
cent reporting thirty days. The completion time most often mentioned
was, however, a two-day period, listed by 12 percent of all libraries.
Two-thirds of the institutions also required a minimum charge with
each order. This charge ranged from $1.00 required by one-fifth of
the libraries to a $20.00 charge by one library. Of the particiPating
laboratories, 14.3 percent will provide quotations on request and 8.3
percent will use an outside contractor, while 37.4 Percent of all institu-
tions listed in the Directory reported no services.

35mm Positive Film. Only l7 percent of participating institutions
reported prices for copying on a 35mm positive film (see table 7). Al-
most half of those institulions charged less than ten cents per foot'
The single highest charge of ten cents per foot was reported by al-
most one-fourth of all libraries quoting the charges. Close to 40 per-
cent of libraries reported no service, while one-fourth failed to answer
this question.

Time needed to complete the orders ranged from I day to 180 days
per order, with 12 percent of laboratories listing 30 days. Close to 57
percent of the libraries required a minimum deposit from one dollar
io twenty-three dollars. Nearly 4 percent of the participants required
no minimum. Fifteen percent of the institutions will provide price lists

TABLE 6

MrcRoFrLM (35uu, NrceTlvr) SERVTCES

Reporting Reporting
Institutions Completion Institutions

Number Percent Time Number Percent

Less than 5l
per Exposure

59.
5C-sQ
r0e

roe-z5c
Total

Less than
8.0 2 Days

14.0 2 Days
27.0 2-10 Days
30.0 More than

l0 Days
2 1 . 0

100.0 Total

8
t4
crn

30

2 1
100

l 0
r2
23

5f)

l 0 l

9 .9
I 1 . 9
22.8

55.4

100.0
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TABLE 7

MrcRoFrLM (35rrlu, Posrrlvn) Srnvlcns

Costs

Reporting
Institutions

Number Percent
Completion

Time

Reporting
Institutions

Number Percent

r9-r0(

12a-25C
$2-$ l 2
Over $ 12

Total

13 .3
9.6

25.3

5 l . 8
100.0

on request, 10 percent will use ouside contractors, and close to 40
percent reported no services, with 25 percent not answering this item

largest single group of laboratories listed ten cents per fiche (5.4 per-
cent); 3.1 percent of the laboratories charged twenty-five cents Per
fiche.

Most libraries report that they will complete an order within one to
two days (54 perc6nt of the institutions)i +t.g percent require from
two to ten days. Minimum charges were listed by 19 percent of the
libraries, ranging from sixty cents to five dollars per service, the
majority asking for one dollar minimum only.

Microform Hard Cop. This is an eye-legible copy of the document
reproduced from any microformat by using a reader printer. The size
of the copies varies depending on the equipment used, and the copies
can be processed by a number of different methods. The most popu-
lar methods are stabilization and electrofax.

Nearly half of all the reporting libraries (48.8 percent) offered mi-
croform hard copies. The price most fi:equently charged was ten cents
per copy (see table 9). Close to 8 percent of the laboratories will fur-

39

l 9
l 5
9

82

47.5 Less than
2 DaYs

23.2 2 Days
18.3 2-10 Da;s
I1.0 More than

l0 Days
t00.0 Total

l l
8

2 l

43
83

TABLE 8

COST oF MICROFICHE (POSITIVE/NEGATIVE)

Reporting Institutions
Costs Number Percent

Free
Less than l0l
roa-25Q
Over 259

Total

,
4

5 5

5
66

3.0
6.0

83.4
7.6

100.0
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TABLE 9

Mrcnorotu HARD Copy Srnvrcns

Reporting
Institutions

Number Percent

Reporting
Completion Institutions

Time Number Percenr

Reporting
Institutions

Number Percent
Minimum

Cha

log 98 42.r
tsg 63 27.0
209 23 99
25A  23  99
All Others

(st-$t  25) 26 l l . l

Total 233 100.0

32 15.4
2 3  I  l . l
30  t 44
37 17.8

t4  6 .7

72 34.6
208 100 0

I Day
l-2 Days
2 Days
3 Days

5 Days
All Others

( l-25 Days)
Total

None
$1 .00
$  l . 5o
$2 00
All Others

(up to g5)

Total

l 5  13 .8
38 34.9
1 l  1 0 . 0
l 2  l l 0

33 30.3

100 0

other seruices. This catchall caregory provides for services nor listed
separately. Q[ the institutions, 28.1 percent answered this question.
Among .the libraries itemizing these services, 20.7 percent provided
for making slides, 14.8 percenr for color transparencies (see table ll).

TABLE IO
LocALLy GtNrne.t.rn CovpurnrzED TooLS

Services Reported
Reporting Institutions

Number Percent
Serials Lists of Holdings

On Microfiche
Printouts
Periodicals Only

AV Lists of Holdings
Special Indexes
Others

Total

23
2r
l 9
l 0
4
8

27
r12

20.5
18.8
17.0
8.9
3 .6
7. r

24 .1
100.0
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TABLE I I
OTHER Rrprocnepsrc SrRvrcrs

Services Reported
Reporting Institutions

Number Percent
Slides
Color Transparencres
Photostatic Reprography
Copyflo
Special Phorographic Services
Others

Total

9 R

20
r7
l 4
23
33

135

20.7
14.8
12.6
r0.4
17 .0
24.5

100.0

-. lliryimurn Charges (Administratiae). These charges are usually esrab-
lished in order to reimburse for various admin"istrative costs'such as

categones, or none.
Such charges were reported lry 67.4 percenr of the libraries. It was

stat€d by 46.0 percent that they'have nb minimum charge per order;
17.0 percent asked for one dollar, and 7.1 percent charged two dol-
lars minimum.

Additional charges. These charges usually cover services costs for

TABLE 12

MrNruuru Cnencr pnn Onlrn

Minimum Charge
Reporting Institutions

Number Percent
$ 1 .00
$  l . 5 0
$2.00
$3.00
$5.00
None
Others (up to $15)

Total

5 5

r7
23
l l
8

149
6 l

324

17.0
5.2
7. r
3.4
2 .5

46.0
18.8

100.0
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TABLE 13

INTERLIBRARy LoAN Stnvtcrs ron Srntnr-s

Status of
Serials Lendinq

Reporting Institutions
Number Percent

Lent Al l
Lent with Restrictions
Usually Not Lent
Never Lent

Total

2 l
t 5

l 6
231
343

6 . 1
2t.9
4.7

67.3
100.0

TABLE 14

Ir.l.rrtLtsRAny LoAN SERVICES FoR DISSERTATIoNS

Status of
Service

Original
Dissertations

Number Percent

Filmed by Xerox
University Microfilms
Number Percent

Filmed Locally
Number Percent

Available
Not Available
Not Stated

Total

249
r29
103
4 8 1

5 1 . 8
26.8
2r.4

100.0

198
1 5 5
1 2 8
481

4r.2
32.2
26.6

100.0

98
209
r74
481

20.4
43.4
36.2

100.0
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ses as available. It is known, although not reported in the Directory,
that 19p_e .large universiry reprogriptric departments do microfilm
post- 1965 dissertarions.

. Processing.of R-equests. The interlibrary loan department is the admin-
istrative unit o[ ihe library most frequently actepting orders for re-
prographic services (table l5).

TABLE 15

DEPARTMENTS AccEprrNG Onotns
ron RrpnocnepHrc SERVTcES

Department AcceptinF Orders Number
Reporting Institutions

Percent
Interlibrary Loans
Reprography
Reference
Others
Not Specified

Total

208
3 1
2 l
4 l

180
4 8 1

43.2
6.5
4.4
8 .5

37 .4
100.0

It is interesting to note rhat almost harf of all the institutions will
accept orders through rwx, and more rhan two-rhirds of all libraries
listed their National Union Catalog code numbers.
A dministrahon of Library Repro graphic S eraic es
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may serve as a good historical background for the description of the
emerging profile of reprographic activities in the United Siates.

The initial use of reprography in libraries is traced by Boone ro rhe
year 1910, when Amandus Johnson, the director of the American
Swedish Historical Museum, employed a standard camera for photo-
grqph_ing documents in Europe.{ In 1912, the Library of Congr-ess in-
stalled its first Photostat cameia, while Princeton, in lglg, wasihe first
American university library offering photographic services to library
users. It took a quarter of a century to establish the first separate
ph-otographic depirtment (ar rhe University of Chicago in 1938) and
still another quarter of a cenrury to install'the Xeroigl4 in libraries
(1960).

. Boone's-study is based on information gathered from forty-five
American libraries. In the discussion of data, he frequently refers to
other works, among- them Fussler's important book Piotographic Repro-
d,uctiort for Libraries.5 These studies, together with BoonJs bwn essay,
provide a framework for relating the data obtained in the current Di-
rectory to the trends analyzed more fully in the above publications.

. Scope. Boone defines the scope of reprographic services in terms of
six. major functions: (l) as a service tolocal siholars primarily ro pro-
vide them with copies of the documenrs, often a substitute ior their
note- tak ing act iv i t ies;  (2)  as s imi lar  serv ices provided to d is tant
s.cholars by copying serials and monographs requested through inter-
hbrary loan; (3) as internal services for the local acquisition and pres-
ervation needs of the library; (4) as major speciai projects such as
microfilming long sets of periodicals; (5)- as special iernices; and (6)
nonlibrary projects such as production of slides for class instruction or
conventional photographs made for various publication purposes.6

Returns from the 1977 study suggest rhai half of all reprographic
services,are performed in response to a local Iibrary patron request;
some 30 percent of reporred copying is done for internal l ibrary
needs^such.as. the produttion of catalof cards and provision of dupli-
cates for missing pages. Around 20 percent of reprographic work ii in
response to interlibrary loan requests. The largest number of electro-
static copies reporred for one yCar was 1,707,010; one-third of the li-
braries in the study reported more than 1,000,000 exposures each.

:nternal purposes. Almost all librar-
re highest number of exposures re-
rlf of the libraries provided more
Ly a few laboratories have photo-
ns and internal needs more or less

il'i.'5i'::f",'#:: :: J U J lIf, lf;
personnet. rn re64, Boone srared :f.Tffi: i,F].;x:}g,l3f1"L"';",,-

orrs library_ photographic services . . . is so varied that any attempr ro
show clearly defined patterns or to draw generalizations is practically
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tractors.

average number of students employed was 2.5 FTE with wages of
$2.30 to $2.70 per  hour .

Financial Support for Reprographic Operations. Boone summarized the
status of the financial background of reprography by quoting one of
his correspondents, Allen B. Veaner: "Photoieproduction is ai area of
conflicting claims, widely varying administrative practices, and many
unrealistic attitudes, particularly in matters of cost-accounting and the
permanence of the photocopies."s The difficulties alluded to in this
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Interli.brary Loan Sentices. Boone maintains that the introduction of

Directory clearly show the lack of srandardization in price schedules.
Among the. participants in the study, the annual aveiage number of
reprographic requests amounts to some 5,000 copies in-large univer-
sity operations and 500 copies in smaller institutions.

Conclusion

Based on the data reported in the Directory, electrostatic duplications
are the.most fre^quently provided reprographic services in U.S. librar-
tes, wtth mrcrotbrm reproductions running second. Roughly one-
fourth of all institutions also list other serviceJ.

In soite of the wide range of charges for each.service offered by the
participants, there is an evident pieference to follow charge scales
adopted by other institutions. For example, almosr 78 peicent of
libraries charge either fifteen cents or tweniy-five cents per electrostat-
ic copy.

stretch this near science fiction conjecture a step further, at some time
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tl.
a

8.
9 .

10 .

retrieval systems will provide not only citations to the course material
but also copies of the works cited. The technology for such services
alreadv exists and was tested in the earlv 1970s.

So, it may be that the reprographic'function will be elevated to a
major library responsibility as one of the methods of acquiring, stor-
ing, locating, and interpreting materials in library collections.
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Demise of o Clqssified Cotologue:
Victim of Progress?

JoeN E. MOUNT

Head, Reference and. Circulation Departunents
Laurmtian Uniansit"t Librart

Sud,bury', Ontario

The classtfed catalogue at Laurentian Uniunsity in Sudbu'y, Ontario, has
been closed despite its unique contribution to bilingual access (Englishl
French). An alphabetic English subject catalogue couering material in English
and other languages exclusiue of French and a separate French subject
catalogte for French material now coaer monographs receiaed since 1975.
Intemal maintenarue problems and the attempt to proaide equiaalent access in
two languages, plus the pressure to stand.ardize when joining a cooperatiae
catalogting system, led to the demise of the classif.ed. catalogue, its inherent
strength in a bilingual situ,ation notwithstanding.

1'N JUNE 1975 l-aurentian University Library followed the path of
IBoston University and the National Library of Canada.* It decided
to close its classified catalogue, and in doing so to end one library's
innovative response to the problem of bilingual retrieval.

The past thirteen years had seen stalwart efforts to provide a bilin-

+Boston University closed its classified catalogue inJuly 1972; the National Library of
Canada, in December 1974.

Manuscript received August 1978; accepted for publicationJanuary 1979.
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cataloguing.and public service orbits. cataloguers checking the de-
partment's index in the interval sometimes assumed thaino such

errors crept rn.
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starred response to a bilingual challenge, victim of its own weaknesses
and the tide of progress.
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Morgoret Mqnn Citqtion, 19792

Michqel Gormqn qnd Pqul W. Winkler

The recipients of the Margaret Mann Citation for 1979 brought canloging
expertise and experimce deriaed from distingu'ished careers to the challmge
and nsk of coediting a reuised edition of the canloging code.

Michael Gormtrn (left) and. Paul W. Winkler
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Michqel Gormon ond Poul W. Winkler

CnnorYNJ. MCMILLEN
Ass'istant Director for Technical Seraices

Michigan State Uniaersity Library
E ast Laru'ing, Michigan

Michael Gorman

Michael Gorman was born in Oxfordshire, England, on 6 March
1941. He was married to Anne Gillet in 1962 and they are the parents
of two daughters, Emma and Alice. His professional education was re-

ceived at ihe Ealing School of Librarianship, during which he was

named the winner oJ the Cawthorne Prize for best results nationwide
in the Library Association intermediate examination, and he received

two Honours in the final examinations. He was named an associate of
the Library Association in 1967 and was elected as a fellow of the as-

sociation in 1978.
He began his professional career as a junior-assistant in the Ealing

(London) public Library, and following his formal education in librar-

ianship he moved to the post of research assistant at the Polytechlic
of Central London Library SchooVBritish National Bibliographl. -lot
two years he served as an author cataloguing reviser at the British Na-

tional Bibliography and became head of catalo-guilg tl .1969. From
Ig72 to 197{hi was a bibliographic consulrant for the British Library
Planning Secretariat.

Durin*g these latter years Michael Gorman became active in both

British ind int.r.rutional committee work. He was a member of the

Cataloguing Rules Revision Committee, 1968-73, and from 1967 to

l9?3 fre s6rved as secretary to the IFLA Working Group on the

ISBD-M and was responsible for the draft of the standard.
In lg74-7b Gormin was a visiting lecrurer ar rhe Graduate School

of Library Science, University of lllinois. He returned to Eng_larrd to

his position as head of Bibliographic Standards Office, British Library,

"t 
d ir, 1977 he moved ro th; United States to accept the position of

director of technical services and professor of library administration at

the University of l l l inois.
His committee assignments continued at a growing rate. He was a

member of several gr-itish Library and Library Association cataloguing
committees, the INTERMARC Software Committee, 1976-1977, and

the Committee on Bibliographic Filing of the lnternational Organiza-

rion for Standardization.-tg?+ to daie; and he drafted the standard
for the IFLA Working Group on the ISBD-G. He is active in the
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American Library Association and is frequently sought out as a
speaker for workshops, seminars, and state library association meet-
lngs.

Paul W. Winkler

Paul W. Winkler is a native of lllinois. He was born in Buda on 15
July l9l2 and received a bachelor of education degree from the llli-
nois State University. His bachelor of science in library science degree
and his master's degree in library science were earned at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana.

the Yale University Library as a staff member, became head of the
Social Science Section in the Subject Cataloguing Division in 1952, and
served in that capacity until 1954.

Winkler was a teacher in rural schools in Illinois. and his interest in
teaching led him to the University of Denver in 1954 where he taught
cataloging and other library courses. From 1959 to 1962 he taught at
the University of Southern California. Follo*ing this last teaching
assignment, he served as director of the Cataloglng Department of
Professional Library Service, a commercial library service firm, in
Santa Ana, California.

editor of the second edition of AACR.
During the early seventies Winkler acrively served as a Library of

Winkler has been named senior descriptive cataloging specialist in the
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new Office for Descriptive Cataloging Policy, Processing Services, Li-
brary of Congress.

The award-of the Margaret Mann Citation in 1979 serves as worthy
recognition of the joint-effort and contributions made by^Michael
Gorrian and Paul W. Winkler to the content and structure of the sec-
ond edition of the AngluAmeri,can Cataloguing Rules.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1980 MARGARET MANN CITATION

o publication of significant professional literature,
o iontributions to activities of professional cataloging organizations,
. technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques of recog-

nized importance,
o distinguiihed teaching in the area of cataloging and classification.
Names 6f p".ront previously nominated but not chosen may be resubmit-

ted .  Le t te rs^o f  nominat ion  shou ld  inc lude a  r6sum6 o f  the  nominee 's

achievements.
The citation has been awarded annually since l95l by the Cataloging and

Classif icat ion Section. Resources and Technical Services Division of the

American Library Association, and its predecessors, in honor of Margaret

Mann.
Margaret Mann served as head of the catalog department 9f the- Carnegie

Librar| in Pittsburgh, the Engineering Societieslibtary in New York, and the

University of lllino'is Library.-From 1026 to 1938 she served in the University
of Michigan school of Libriry science. Her Introd.uction to cataloging and ch,s-

sifcation of Books is a classic in the field.
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Esther J. Piercy Aword, 1979:
Pqmelq Wood Dorling

!h'e 
Esther"!..!n:ry 

lr?Ta is plue-nted, in 1979 to pamela Wood Darlingfor
her aery eJJecttae leadership in the field of library material preseraation.
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Pomelq Wood Dorling

Wrruena J. Wnsn
Deputy Librcirian oj C*grto

Washington, D.C.

r the field of preservation, Pamela
e for raising the consciousness of li-
ms and challenges of preservation.
bear on the subject, approaching ir
:. She enjoys lrer work, and that is

conversations with her. rhe .qt"yfr5;,1:0.i:;i:T';llt"tl#x*#
gence and analytical mind; she sees all sides of any issue and forces us
to look at what our libraries are doing and for whom. while delight-
ing in the wide scope and variety of library acrivities, she also -ikes
us see the essentials of our business, those aspects that tie us together
with certain common purposes.

A native of Illinois and second-generation librarian, she received
her B.A. from Northwesrern Univeisity in 1965 and her M.S. in L.S.,
with honors, from columbia Universiiy in l9zl. she was nominated
by Columbia for the Library of Congress Inrern program, going to
the library i1 19J1, and shortly into th]. program p.ouJd hers"elf tSbe
one of the brightesr and most able intirns- evei to go through the

gan work as an administrative assis-
In that position she not only dem-
technical processes and budgetary

rdept at working wirh sraff ar all
of the Processing Department de-
luite heavily; she made a significant

lf.* T:;.:l,l$ B:ilH: r,:' Tt "1committee was used as a model in establishing-a similar committee
library_-wide and now many of its functions "are covered by LC's
Labor-Managemenr program. Shg is stitl fondly remembered 

'by 
the

people she worked with,-and a visit by pam to Lb becomes a cauie for
celebration by those who know her.

rn 1972 she left LC to take a position with the New york pubric

Ibn.y, as head of the Preservation programs Office, Conservation
Division, and in 1974 became head of thd preservation Department,
columbia University Libraries. She took to her work in priservation
with encrgy.and gusto and realized that what she was liarning and
doing should be shared. she has been very active in her fierd an? has
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written numerous articles and delivered many lectures, as well as de-

veloping several programs, seminars, and conferences concerned with

p..r'*r?ri"". ifi" lfit of her activities reads like one belonging to

lo*.orr. of longer experience and of greater years; that she has ac-

comolished all ihe his in such a shoit t ime-is remarkable, and it

,,,u[[, ihe b.rto*ul of the Esther J. Piercy Award well deserved.

To name a few of her uc.omfilishments, she led seminars for the
' 

and Research LibrarY AgencY in

rarY schools in 1976, a -Program in

LA in 1976, and again for ALA, in

ibit.
lie reestablishment of the cooperative foreign

gazette microfilming project between. New York Public Library-and

?il;-itb;il-;f 6ot?'-l.rr'i., 1974 and was. a participant in the PIan-

nins Confer"t.. foi a National Preservation Program sponsored by^

iC""J1h; bo,rncil on Library Resources in 1976. As a member of

the New York Metropolitan Reference and Research Library Age-ncy

Task Force on Conslrvation she was responsible for a proposal to

nlan rhe esrablishment of a regional ce.,tei for the preservation of li-

ilr"ty 
""a 

archival materials. Since 1975 she has bien a member of

the Research Libraries Group Preservation committee and authored

for them a planning document as well as position. paqe:s on coopera-

ii* ,i"."g. bf -i.r|form masrers and on ihe National Register of Mi-

croform Masters.
she has written numerous articles on the subject of preservation

and has served as a member of many committees, including se-rving as

.rruirp.ff"" of ALA's Committee on Preservation of Library.Materials,

rc7b:-77. She is a member of the American Theological Library As-

sociation, Board of Microtext; the METRO Task Force on Conserva-

tion; the National Micrographics Association; and the New York Li-

brary Association. nn aJtivb member of ALA, she has served as a

iuroi for the Melvil Dewey Award and alternate representative to
,4Nsr 

pH-5 Standards Committeen has chaired the Subcommittee on

Review Media for the Committee on Reprinting, and is a member of

numerous ALA divisions.
Among her many articles on Pr(

read is "Our Fragile Inheritance, T
Materials" in the 1978 ALA Yearl
document lays out the manY asPt
understandable manner. She addr
need for determination of the rell
contents, and the elements of preservation such as light, environment,

insects, maintenance, and houiekeeping that all librarians can bring to

bear on their collections; she also ipeiks to the necessity for a well-

denel"p.d collection policy as essential to an effective. preservation

p.ogru',,' and discussei our'attemPts thus far at cooperation, including

it . ?."rf opment of consortiums,'regional centers, and national activi-
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ties. Throughout this article, as is also evident in her workshops and
talks, she not only identifies problems but also offers concrete sugges-
tions for solving them. While conversant with the technology of pres-
ervation, she also understands the larger needs to be addressed if we
are to cope with the massive problems facing us-the need for a coher-
ent national preservation program, the need for greater cooperation,
the need for the individual librarian to consider not only his/her own
collection but also our national collections. A person of broad vision
and great ability, Pamela Wood Darling richly merits the Esther J.
Piercy Award and can be counted on to continue her contributions to
the library profession in general and preservation in particular in the
future; we can expect great things from her.

NOMTNATTONS FOR 1980 ESTHER J. PIERCY AWARD

Nominations for the 1980 Esther J. Piercy Award are now being accepted.
They should be submitted by December 15, 1979, toJoseph Z. Nitecki, Execu-
tive Director of Libraries and Learning Resources, University of Wisconsin,
Oshkosh, WI 54901.

Since 1969, ALA's Resources and Technical Services Division has given the
Piercy Award. Its purpose is to recognize contributions to librarianship in the
field of technical services by a younger librarian--one who has no more than
ten years of professional experience and who has shown outstanding promise
for continuing contributions and leadership.

The award may be granted for:
o leadership in professional associations at local, state, regional, or national

levels;
o contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or

improved methods, techniques, and routines;
o a significant contribution to professional literature;
o conduct of studies or research in the field of technical services.
Names of persons previously submitted but not chosen may be resubmitted.

Letters of '  nbmination should include a r6sum6 of the nominee's achieve-
ments.

Esther J. Piercy was active in ALA and several of its divisions. The author
of Commohsense Catalogzng and numerous articles in the field of librarianship,
Piercy was also, from 1950 until her death, editor of RTSD's jowrnal,Journal

of Catalogtng and Classzfication, and its successor, Library Resources U Technical
Seraices.
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Michigan as her alma mater also. Rose Mary Magrill has graduate degrees

from tast Texas State University and from the University of Illinois. The

award-winning article, "Collection Developmen-t in Large- University Libraries"
(Ad,uances in iTbrarianship, V.8, lg78), is the first on which the two authors

have collaborated.

Rose Mary Magnll (left) and Mona East
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Preliminory Report
of the ALA RTSD fnternqtionql
Cotologing Consultqtion Committee

Introductory Remarhs
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RTSD.

The ICCC has also maintained liaison with the ALA lnternational Relations
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cover independently what could have been passed on by earlier representa-

trves.
Moreover, i f  suitable persons are found, there is the need to provide

adequate funds for trauel, clerical aid to ensure sufficient and timely distribu-

tion of documentation, and financial support to reimburse the representadve

united position are forfeited.

Rec ommendations for A ction*

the international level.

*As indicated by Attachment B, the recommendations set forth are consistent with,

and provide r -."r, of implementing, certain of the division's Goals for Action.
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to Serve as an RTSD Representative on Cataloging Matters to IFLA and [2]
Criteria to Be Used in thi Selection of Candidatis to Represent ALA Abroad,
.. . Attachments D and E. . . .)

policy.)- 
9. That, when deemed appropriate on a case-by-case basis, RTSD or its des-

ignated representative formally request tht chair of a working group to pro-
uld" u.r opportu.rity for consideration and discussion of subsmntive criticisms

of concer., to the division which have been noted by the representatives of the

division who are reviewing drafts from working grouPs.
10. That RTSD take aciion to distribute and publilh Progress reports of or

about IFLA working groups and to provide $i p91t1S-e and copying fees in

order ro make possi[lJ the'distributioh of drafts of IFLA working SrouPs.
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b)

c)

d)

e)

est to the division.
13. That RTSD create a standing committee at the division level to be re-

sponsible for ensuring effective paiticipation of RTSD in international activi-

ties which are of con*cern to all areas of the division. The functions of the

proposed committee are:^ 
oi To monitor all international activities which are in areas of interest to

RTSD;
To maintain liaison with the uBc office and the IFLA Division of Bib-

liographic Control, as well as with other groups within IFLA, in order to

.r,r"rr.i that the committee is made awar? of-all projects relevant to the

FID;

standards);
To develop short-term, medium-term, and long-term Programs for im-

proving and strengthening the relationship of RTSD with other organi-

iations-engaged in promirlgating caraloging and other standards rele-

vant to the division's interests;

To provide the RTSD representatives ro inrernational.organizations with

detaited descriptions of iheir responsibilities to the division and to the

*At the January 22, 1976, session of the RTSD Board of Directors 1976 (Chicago)

Midwinter"Meeting, it was moved, seconded, and carried: "That the Board .. - should

requesr of the ExJcutive Director of ALA that he investigate me^a1s llreleby 
the ALA

-"'y ,..lr. as a distribution agency for the Library Community of the United States for

publications of IFI-A which deal with international cataloging policies." (Source: "Min-

utes,"  p. l6)

J)

o )
6 r

h )
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of other RTSD representatives);
j) To maintain liaison with the ALA International Relations Office on a

monitor meetings, report to RTSD, etc.;
l) To identify lik|ly sources of funding ro support the participation of

RTSD in international activities;
m) To identify expenses arising from participation in internatitr^nal actrvltlt

and provide cost figures for*the informatibn and guidance of the RTSD

board.
14. That, since the proposed committee would undoubtedly requir" 1q8!

level of administrative and clerical support to fulfill its functions, tlre RTSD

consider the need for increased staff for the office of the RTSD executive sec-

documents for use of the proposed committee or other RTSD constituents.
Final ly: 15. That, shol ld'recommendation l3 above not be^ approved,

RTSD vest responsibility in the RTSD executive secretary for performance of

the functions of the proposed committee, as listed above.

Reference

l. IFLA Journal l:24344 (1975).

1979).
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ATTACHMENT D

June 17,  1977

MEMO

TO: RTSD Board

FROM: Internadonal Cataloging and Consultation Committee

Profile of a Candidate to Sense as an
RTSD REresmtotiae on Cotaloging Matters to IFLA

The following is an attempt to sketch the profile of an ideal RTSD representative to

IFLA. It is fully expected that perhaps no one will be available who fully satisfies these

criteria, and who can accept such an assignment; nonetheless, this can s€rve as a
'checklist' against which potential candidates can be evaluated. A brief rationalization
for each of the attributes listed will be given immediately following their statement.: eacn ot tne attrtDutes rrstec wlll De grven rmmeolatel)

l. The representative selected should be a member inl. The representative selected should be a member in good standing of the ALA.

2. The representative should have been a member of RTSD for a substantial time.
The representative should have demonstrated interest in the activities of RTSD'
been aitive in the division, and should be sensitive to the Seneral philosophy
and policies developed by that division's membership. It is expected that the

repreientative should be one who will vigorously represent the RTSD and the
AiA within IFLA, and should be acdve in its programs; hence, we should select

someone who has demonstrated these attributes within the ALA. Likewise, it is
highly desirable that the person should have been active in RTSD's deliberations
foi a significant period of time thereby making him/her sensitive or attuned to
RTSD's concerns so that he/she can adequately represent the division's interests
in international fora.

4.

ive should have been a member of. and active in, an RTSD di-3 . TheIne rePresentanve snoulo nave Deen a memDer or, ano acuvc lrl, art KID!

visional or sectional committee concerned with the making of cataloging policy'

The representative should have demonstrated extensive experience in the mak-
ing of caaloging policy. The representative should have demonstrated his/her
ability to be active in such fora. The particular exposure to RTSD's concerns as
reflected by membership on policy making committees such as CPRC, and DCC'
or CCRE, SPRC, SAC would help ensure that the rePresentative will have had
experience with and demonstrated his/her ability to assist in the formulation of
cataloging policy.

The representative should have been engaged in library cataloging and related ac-

least one major change of cataloging codes.
The representative should have held a position of responsibility in technical ser-
vices or cataloging for a substantial period of time, preferably as the h€ad of a unit
charged with such responsibility.

Cataloging pracdces and procedures have a profound effect on the whole fabric
of technical services; hence, it is highly desirable that the representative have a
broad view, and that such a broad view should have been gained from the
perspective of a position of responsibility.

The representative should be conversant with automated library syst€ms.
Many of the issues relating to standards, which will need to be resolved in inter-
national fora such as IFLA and ISO in the immediate future, will be strongly
influenced by machine considerations; it is, therefore, highly desirable that the
representative should have been actively involved in the study or planning or

) .
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHONS

Devise a brief title. On a separate coveri ive the utle, the name(s)2. Devise a brief title. On a separate coverrng page Srve tne Uue, tne name(s/

of the author(s), and the title and affiliation of each. Do not repeat this

information elsewhere in the manuscript.
On a separate page type a brief abstrait of the article' double spaced'
IT.. Me-rriam-iM"l*ter-'* Nnn Col.l.csiate Dicti.onam. Sth ed. (backed uUse Merriam-Webster's New ColleEiate Dictinrnry, 8th ed. ( tP bY
Webster's Third Intemationa.l), as your authority for spelling and usage;
prefer the firsr spelling if there is a choice. verify the spelling of names
in an appropriate reference; don't rely solely ol y9T memory.in an appropriate reference; don't rely solely on your memory.

5. Use thi'University of Chicago Press'l Marrual of Style as your authority
fn r  ran i t r l i z r r inn  nr rn r t r re f ion  or rn ta f ions-  tab les .  and cant ions .  (ALAfor capitalization, punctuation, quotations, tables, and captions' (A

style includes a few exceptions, which editors will mark.)
6. Type the manuscript on-standard size, nonerasable paPer' double sPac^ed'

Tvbe ouoted text double spaced also. Use the customary footnote refer-Tiie-q"oted text double spaced also' Use the custornary t:"11"1: 
:,?f":-Type quoted text double spaced also' Use the customary toomote r

enie indexes throughout the text, but do nor rype rhe footnote itself on

the same page.
7. Submit af fdotnotes and references at the end of the paper, typed double

spaced on a separate page. In general follow the practices recommended
by fate L. Tuiabian'i MTnual fo, Writers of Term Fapers, Theses, and Disser-

tations with these exceptions:
Cite journal articles according to this pattern:
auth"or's first name or initiali, authoi's surname, tide of article, title of

joumal volume:page references (issue date).-e.g.'
l. R. Kent Wood,-"Success Is Easy When You Know How to Fail," Au-

di,ouisual Instruction 23:22 (Oct. 1978).
Note the punctuation and spacing pattern. Note also that the volume,

but not the issue number, is given and that the names of the months

are abbreviated and are not separated from the year by a comma' Note

that the first line is not indented.
For subsequent references to a previously cited work, the surname of

the author, a shortened form of the title (do not use op. cit' or loc- cit.),

and the page reference are enough,..g.,
4. Wood, "Success Is EasY," P,26.
If no other reference inierv-enes, use Ibid. (do not italicize) to take the

place of whatever elements of the previous reference apply.

Number items as 1., 2., etc.; do not use superscript numbers'
Underline or quote all titles in both references and bibliograph-ies.
Use p.726-30, not pp. 726-730, for citations to a book; abbreviate

uolume as V.2 or 2v.
Verify all citations carefully.

8. Submit all tables and illustrations at the end of the paper on separate

pages, but indicate the desired placemen_t in tle text by. adding an- i1-

itriction in brackets, e.g., [Inseri Table 2]. Provide a caption for each il-

lustration and for each-table. Type the tables double spaced and follow

the examples in Turabian or the'Manunl of Stylc in constructing them'

9. Submir iamera-ready copy for i l lustrat ions. Please Protect i t  with

cardboards when maiiing yirur Paper. Do not mar it with paper clips,

staples, etc.
10. If you have presented your paPer at a confetence,, ideltriy the.conference

by name and date in your covering letter. Send the original, ribbon copy'

and two photocopies to: Elizabeth L. Tate, Editor, LRTS,ll4l5 Farmland

Dr.. Rociville, tr,IO 20852. Please include an addressed envelope with

postage to speed the rerurn of your manuscript during the editorial re-
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Gmeral Procedures Used in CornpiLing the Index

The following types of entries are included:
a. personal authors----of articles, letters, and reviews
b. titles of articles and of books that have been reviewed
c. subjects of articles

Subject intries for individuals are identified by "(about)"; review articles are iden-

tified by "(r)".

Paging of Volumc 23

Pages l-89 : Number I (Winter 1979)
Pages 101-200 : Number 2 (Spring 1979)
Pages 201-360 : Number 3 (Summer 1979)
Pages 361-464 = Number 4 (Fall 1979)

A

"AACR as Applied by Research Libraries
for Serials Cataloging," 139-46

Academic libraries, 16-32. 33-38
Acquisition, 203-12, 213-45
"Allocation of Funds in Support of Collec-

tion Development in Public Librar-
ies," 45-51

Angione, Pauline V.,342-43 (r)
Anglo-American Canloging .Rzles, lst ed.,

139-46
Anglo-Arnerican Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed.,

203-12. 246-88. 32 l-39

B

Baker, John P.,34345 (r)
Bender, Ann, 4S-51
Bibliographic networks, 246-88
Blume, Edward J., 350-51 (r)
Byrum, John D., 139-46

c

coNSER.203-12
Cabeceiras, James, 349-50 (r)
Catalog Code Revision Committee, 83-86
Catalog use studies, 391-405
Cataloging and Classi f icat ion Sect ion,

78-80
"Cataloging with Copy," 183-84 (r)
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Chan, Lois Mai, 350-51 (r)
"Checklist for Commercial Processing Ser-

vices." 177-82
Churukian, Araxie P., 156-62
Clack, Doris H., 123-28, 374-90
Classification

Dewey Decimal, 38't-85
Library of Congress, 147 -55, 37 +-9O

Cluff, E. Dale, 289-320
Coe, D. Whitney, 139-46
Col lec t ion  deve lopment ,  7 -15 ,  16-32 '

33-38. 39-44, 45-5r, 52, 156-62,
21345

"Collection Development: A Summary of
Workshop Discussions," 52-54

"Collection Evaluation in Research Librar-
ies." l6-32

Collection management, 163-67
Collection use studies, 2lAb
Coppel, Lynn M.,345-46 (r)
"Cuirent '  National Bibl iographies from

the Near East as Collection Develop-
ment Tools," 15ffi2

Copyright, 289-320

D

Darling, Pamela W., 343-45 (r), 430-33
(about)

Decimal Classif icat ion Editorial Pol icy
Committei:, 86-87

"Demise of a Classified Catalogue: Victim
of Progress?" 422-25
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Descript ive cataloging, 139-46, 168-74,
203-12, 246-88, 365-73, 39 l-405

"Developments in Copyright, Micro-
graphics, and Graphic Communica-
tions, 1978," 289-320

Dewey Decimal Classification, 384-85
Diaz, Albert J., 34749 (r\
Dowell, Arlene T., 183-84 (r)
Dudley, Norman, 52-54

E

East, Mona, 434 (abowt)
Edelman, Hendrik, 33-38
Edgar, NeaI, 184-87 (r)
"The End of Specificity," I 16-22
"The Essentials or Desiderata of the Bib-

liographic Record," 391-405
"Examining the Library of Congress SzD-

ject Catalog," 69-74
"An  Ex tended  Rev iew  o f  PRECIS , "

I 0 t - 1 5

F

Feng, Y. T., 39-44
Florida State University Curricular/C-areer

Information Service, 123-28

G

Glasby, Dorothy J., 205-12
Gorman, Michael, 42U28 (about)

H

Harris, Jessica L., 374-90

I

"ISBD(CM): International Standard Bib-
l iographic Descript ion for Carto-
graphic Materials," 34G-42 (r)

"tssbrSl: lnternational Standard Biblio-
griphic Descript ion for Serials,"
18.{-87 (r)

"Inidallv. We Need Some Definitions: The
Problems of Initialisms in Periodical
Titles," 365-73

Instructions to authors, 444
"Interfacing a Local System with OCLC:

The Documentation Process," 129-38
"An Introduction to AACR 2," 32f-39
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J

Jones, Marilyn H., 246-88

K

Kacena, Carolyn, 346-47 (r)
Kaufman, Judith, 168*74
Kohl, David F., 69-74

L

Lancaster, F. W ., 34243 (r)
l,aurentian University classified catalogue,

422-25
"Library Conservation: Preservation in

Perspective," 34345 (t\
Library of Congress

Classification. 147 -55, 385-87
Subiett Canlog, 69-74
Subject cataloging Practices, I IG-22
Subject H eadings, 374-90

"Library of Congress Subject Headings:
Principles and Application," 35O-51
{r)

Lynden, Frederick C., 213-45

M

McMillen, Carolyn J., 427-29

Macrocopying, 289-320
Magrill, Rose Mary, 434 (about)

Mann, Thomas J., 163-67
Massonneau, Suzanne, 349-50 (r)

Microforms, 289-320
"Microforms and Library Catalogs:  A

Reader," 34749 (r)

Micrographic equiPment, 289-320
Mixed media materials, 163-67
Mosher. Paul H., lG'32
Mount, Joan E., 422-25
"The Multimedia Library: Materials Selec-

tion and Use," 34$-50 (r)

N

National Periodicals Center, 203-12

"The Necessity fot a Collection Develop-

ment Policy Statement," 39-44

Nitecki, Joseptr 2., 407 -21
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ocl-c, 129-38
"Organizing Materials in Career Counsel-

ing Information Centers," 123-28
Osburn, Charles 8., 7-15

P

PRECTS. l0l-15.246-88
Pasternack, Howard, 347a9 $)
Petersen, Karla D., 183-84 (r)
Photographs-cataloging and classifica-

tion, 16&-74
"A Practical Approach to Serials Catalog-

ing," 345-46 (r)
Public libraries, 45-51
Purnell. Kathleen M.. 129-38

R

"Report on the Conference on Cataloging
and Informat ion Services for
Machine-Readable Data Files, March
29-31,  1978, Air l ie  House, Warren-
ton, Virginia," 246-47 (r\

"Reprographic Services in American Li-
brraries," 407-21

Research libraries, l6-32
Resource sharing, 21345
Resources and Technical Services Division

Annual Reports, 7L87
Checklist for Commercial Processing

Services,177-82
Commercial Processing Services Com-

mittee, 177-82
Goals for Action, 175-76
International Cataloging Consultation

Commit tee,  Prel iminary Report ,
435-43

Nominees, 1979 Election, 88-89
President's Report, 75-78
Schedule of Meetings, 188-90

"Resources in 1978," 213-45
Resources Section, 80-82
Rodriguez, Robert D., 147-55

"selection Methodology in Academic Li-
braries," 33-38

Serials cataloging, 139-46, 203-12, 365-7 3
"Serials in 1978," 203-12
Serials Section, 82-83
Simonton, Wesley, 321-39, 363 (about)
Smith, Lynn S., 345-46 (r)
"Some Piactical Observations on the Writ-

ing, Implementation, and Revision of
Collection Development Policy," 7-15

Soroka, Marguerite C.,34345 (r)
"specificity in Subject Headings," 5A-68
Steinwes, Hilda, 55-68
"studies-in Micropublishing, 1851-1976:

Documentary Sources," 34749 (r)
Subiect headinqs, 55-68, I 16-22,374-90
"A "System for-Cataloging and Classifying

Visua] Resources," 168-74
"A System for Processing and Shelving

Works of Mixed Media Format,"
163-67

T

"Toward Paperless Information Systems,"

34243 (r)
"Treatment of People and Peoples in Sub-

ject Analysis," 374-90

U

"Use of Alternative Class Numbers for
Bibliography in the Library of Con-
gress Classification System," 147-55

v

Veaner, Allen B., 34749 (r)

w

Weintraub, D. Kathryn, l0l-15, 391-405
Welsh, William J., 431-33
Wilson, Patrick, I 16-22
Winkler, Paul W., 426,42V29 (about)

s

Sadowski, Frank E.,Jr., 365-73
Schroeder, John R., 34G-42 (r)

Y

"Year's Work in Cataloging and Classifica-
tion: 1978," 246-88
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A Guide to
PUBLICATIONS

of the
EXECUTIVE BRANCH

by Frederic J. O'Hara

.an  ind ispensab le  re fe rence book
for any l ibrarian interested in com-
p i l ing  or  expand ing  a  government
documents  co l lec t ion .  l t  p rov ides
an unders tand ing  o{  the  opera t i0ns
of governmental agencies and func-
t ions  as  a  se lec t ion  too l  to  agency
pub l ica t ions .

295 pages

$29.50, cloth; $15.00, paper
P I E R I A N  P R E S S

Box 1808 Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

A revolulionary syslem
that allows quick visual
review of shelved peri.
odicals. Simply apply
this pressure sensil iYe
tape lo publicalions
in lheir ordei ol issue.
Fasl, inexp€nsive,
elfici€nl. One ol hun-
drods ol brighl new
producls you'l l l ind
in lhe newesl High.
smith Calalog- Send
lor your free copy.

Hlglnsmith
P.O.2s
Forl Alkinson, Wl 53538

Faxon makes the
difference.

Faxon of fers access
lo more than 95,000
t i t les through three
renewa l  se r v i ces
and s ix order ing
p l a n s ,  w i t h  o n e

\  year ly invoice and a
fu l l  r ange  o f  va l uab le
subscr iDt ion serv ices,

;  e n a b l i n g  s e r i a l s' r l i b ra r i ans  t h roughou t
:  the wor ld to operate

r .  t h e i r  d e p a r t m e n t s
i : , ,  w i t h  e f  f  i c i ency  and
'economy .

" " "  F a x o n  c o m b i n e s  t h e
comou te r i zed  se rv i ces  l i b ra r i ans
need wi th the oersonal ized at tent ion
l ibrar ians appreciate.
Wri te or  cal l  Faxon today for  our
L IBRARIANS '  GUIDE  and  SERVICE
BROCHURE.

@ r.u. FRxon comPRnT, nc.
Library Magazine Subscription Agency
15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass 02090

Tel: 800-225-6055 (toll free)
617-329-3350 (collect in Mass and Canada only)



hulfeed0nlylhs
Stechert-Hafner) offers you a total, comprehenstve
servlce, whether you library is larele or small;
academtc, publtc or speclall domesllc oI foreign

Coupirng lhese slx Slechelt Macmlllan servlces wllh ou

annual "Holdings Renewal List" and quarterly claims
reporl tor penodlcals, 'Standrng Ordel' proglam lol

contrnuatrons. Publsher Relatlons Program; and BOPFA
(Blanket Order Prognam for French Acqursinons) and

i,ONTA (Popular New Titles From Abroad) plans -lt s

easy to see why, when you select Stechert Macmillan'

"YoE Need Ody One!"

Why lot write o[' Saleg Pronotioa Marager
today for bforDatton abolt tbe coEPlete
une ;f Stecbon Macollla.n eervicec!

stecheft A
macmlllan,lnc. \v
sefrng Libraries Since I 872

866 Third Avenue / New York, N Y 10022 USA

When gelecting aa acqdritiont agent
or clranging frorn your current agentt
what are yonr needs and who ehoqld you be
lookingfo/?

Does your library need . . . ?
n l- Economicalprognams specially desigmedlo aid

library budgets.
D 2. Compleie U S. and Euopeu saleJseNice staffs

md fulfillrnent centers

[] 3. Periodicals, continualions, and monographs,
domestic andforeign.

! {- Frequent bibliognaphic and servic'e publications

! 5. Coordinated prognams for conversion from "direct
oldering" or other agents.

Ll 6- Worldwide resources

If these ae you needs, then Stechert Macmillm, Inc is
yo\u one souce -one sewice acquisitions agency!

With over 100 years of acqusltlons experlence, Slechert s
tradition ofexcellence (started way back rn 1872 by

WHY DO NAIOR ACADENIC I'TRIN'I5
oRDfn 800[s FROn ,oilfsvmE, nrcilrolll?

BECAUSE JONESVILLE (population 2101211ic the home of the BOOK
HOUSE where SERVICE lS THE ANSWER.....GOOD SERVIGE vou
can count on! DELIVERY lS FASTEB AND MOST ACCURATE because
of competent people, happy in the work they consider profelsional with
exciting challenge. Let them show you why your order should go to
Jonesville.

slNcE 1962
SERVING INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARIES

WITH ANY BOOK 11{ PRII{T

Call 517-849'2117 Collect
208 WEST CHICAGO STREET

JONESVILLE, MICHIGAN 49250



PERSONALIZED
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE

Every customer is assigned an experienccd "Home Office" representadve. You
correspond direcg any title needs, changes, cancellations or problems can be
handled prompdy by letter or phon€ This makes yow irb easier and keepc you
abreast of yor.rr subscription needs at all times.
With orrcr zl5 years experierrce, McGregor has built a reputation ol prompt and courteors
servi:e on both domestic and intematronal titles. We prepay subrripdons.ahead of Ume.
Our custorners, large ard sma[, like the prompt attenlion we give them. We think
you urould too! Ask about lr{cGregor's "Automatic Renewal" pbn described in our
new brahure. Wdte today for trrour lree copy.

ffiCGffiGGOR ouR 47rh YEAR
i l /

dll"g"7htz-4g,q. MOUNT MOBRIS, ILLINOIS 61054

For the ultimate
listening-
learning
expenence:
PlH Wireless
Library Broadcaster
. . . transmits 2 to 12 separate pro-
grams simultaneously to unlimited num-
bers of students using wireless head-
phone/receivers. They can select, or be
assigned, any program by turning the
program selector knob on their headset
to a specific channel. Consoles accom-
modate standard cassettes; an auxiliary
input panel accepts sound from any
source. Because the system is wireless,
students may sit anywhere. For a dramatic, free, no-
obligation demonstration, contact P/H Electron-
ics . . . manufacturer of MONI-COM@ ll, the patented
two-way wireless lan g uage laboratory.

P IH ELECTROI{ICS
A Division ot Duncan Electr ic Company

117 E.  HELENA STREET,
DAYTON, OHIO 45404

(513) 461-5898



Attglo-Amertcan
Cataloguing Rules i""??tt'*
Michael Gorman and
Paul W. Winkler,
editors

640 pages
Cloth:
tsBN 0-8389-3210-X
$15.00

Paper:
lsBN 0-8389-3211-8
$10.00

On its first publication in
1967, Anglo-American Cata-
loguing Rules was greeted
as "the best Code we have, or
are l ikely to have," and was soon
adopted by l ibraries around the
wor ld.

The second edition of AACR con-
solidates the achievements of the first
and builds on them to meet the chal-
lenges of development and change. ln
an intensive three-year project, two
distinguished editors and an inter-
national Joint Steering Committee-on
which the national library associations
and national library services of the
United States, Canada, and the United
Kingdom were all represented-have
produced a revision that harmonizes
the two differing texts of the first edi-
tion. AACF 2 incorporates the latest

Order Department

A joint publication of the
American Library Association,
the Canadian Library Association,
and the Library Association

international
standards, makes pro-

vision for the whole range
of new materials and media

now in our library collections, and
takes notice of the impact of machine-
readable cataloguing and bibliographic
systems. There are adiustments to the
text and presentation that nation-wide
reviews by AACR users have shown to
be essential.

One innovation is of particular im-
portance: the rules for Description are
presented in an integrated structure
that provides a uniform basis for re-
cording not only every known category
of print and nonprint material, but
those stil l unknown and uninvented.

AACR 2 can be the Code to take
cataloguing into the twenty-first century.

Order your copies now!

American LibraryAssociatton
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, l l l inois 60611



DDC
DEWEY Decimal Claseification@

NOW AVAILABLE

DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
AND RELATIVE INDEX
1gth Unabridged Edition

o Updated and expanded
o More entries, more opportunities to build numbers
o New schedules for Sociology (301-307) and The

political process (324)
o Area notation revisions for the British lsles

(-41-42\ in Table 2
o More options for international use
o Easier to apply

Set, 3 volumes.
rsBN 0-910608-23-7 $90.00

v.1, Introduction, Tables.
lsBN 0-910608-19-9 $30.00

v.2, Schedules.
tsBN0-910608-20-2 $30.00

v.3, Index.
tsBN 0-910608-21-0 $30.00

(all prices plus postage)

FOREST PRESS
A Division of

Lake Placid Education Foundation
85 Watervliet Avenue

ALBANY. N.Y. 12206 U.S.A.



Learn How Libraries AcquiFe, Organize,
and Maintain Their Resources

Introduction to
Library Technical

Services
BY

FRANCES SIMONSEN BERNHARDT

The
H. W. Wilson

Company
950 University Avenue

Bronx. New York 10452

This comprehensive examination of library
tcchnical services is an exploration of the li-
brary world, principles of acquisitions and cata-
logirig, the piysical preparation of books arrd
thEir'repair, aitd speciai collections, including
audioviiual materiils, serials, and the vertical
file.

Orieinallv designed as a textbook for a

"outti 
in tectrnicit services in a two-year li-

brarv/media technology program, Intoduction
n Libr*n Technici'Sirvi\es is an effective
resource for anyone who wants to learn how
books and other materials are acquired, organ-
ized, and maintained by libraries.

Tito." who will find Introduction to Library
Technical Services useful include librarians and
others who work in libraries, students enrolled
in courses of study leading to library careers'
and those who need to know more about library
technical services before making a careet du
cision. Exercises and activities for students of
library technical services are included, as well
as a glossary and an annotated bibliography'

xli., 322p. 1979. (0-8242-0637-l)' $15, U.S.
and Can.; $18 foreign.



WCATALOGSERVICE
Bqker & Tcrylor's new COM technology for librcries.

The LIBRIS Catalog
Service of fers immediate
benefit to libraries lt isa
fully supported and
field-proven system
designed to meet the
changing catalog needs ol
today's libraries
Ubtar?l{..dr - Rising costs and
shrinking budgets have forced many
libraries to close branches, reduce
hours, limit community programs, and
eliminate staff Yet, the information
proliferation creates an
ever-expanding need {or improved
access to library collections

While cataloging and filing
backlogs build up, interlibrary loan
programs and networking activities
continue to ulilize increasing shares of
already limited staff time The situation
becomes even more critical as funds
available to libraries fail to keep pace
with the rate ot inflation
Th. LIEnIS n..ponro - Baker &
Taylor is responding to this challenge
with an extensive commitment to
automalion and the LIBRIS Catalog
Service-a f ully supported
bibliographic database management
syslem

The LIBRIS Catalog Service
orovides a uniform. authoritative
bibliographic database and a system
for readily managing it
DAt llslItt'lAclI3llt
SlStII - Our bibliographic data-
base contains nearly two million titles
in MARC-ll communications format lt
can be easily used by libraries in
establishing a computer based
resource from which information

meeting cataloging and patron
demands can be obtained The time
needed for typing and filing catalog
cards, updating holdrngs, and
maintaining authority control files and
activities is greatly decreased - and,
the costly errors inherent in traditional
card catalogs are minimized

In addition to catalog maintenance,
applications of computer technology,
which include circulation control and
interlibrary loan, can be supported
through the LIBRIS Calalog Service
COI - For the library patron, lhe
COM catalog is one of the mosl
apparent and appreciated benefits of
computerization Because of their
small size, COM calalogs are highly
mobile and may be placed at several
locations within the library and other
community sites Catalogs are faster
and easier to use than traditional card
catalogs because they' disPlay
multrple entries And, the database
management system assures that the
enlries are always up{o-date
UBnls I! D.qdt - Baker & Taylor's
team of library and computer
professionals are ready to help you
determine the appropriate appllcatlon
of computer technology to your
library Every librarys needs are
special That's why the LIBRIS
Catalog Service was developed with

flexibility in mind Your
catalog can be published
in any format you need,
whether it is microfilm,
microfiche, or hard copy
And we can publish on anY
schedule you desire
In addition,we can produce

special catalogs such as: large print
catalogs, Juvenile catalogs, audio-
visual catalogs-virtually any subcat
alog fulfill ing library and community
neeos
th. N.It St.p It toutt - Contact
us today to learn more about our
LIBRIS Catalog Servrce or about the
other members of the LIBRIS family of
integrated automalion services
including: MRC (Machine Readable
Cataloging); On-Line Ordering
Service; and BATAB Aulomated
Buying Service

war# LRTS F

BAKEN & TAYT.ON'S
Librory Informotion Service
6 Kirbv Avenue
Somerville, New Jersey 08876
{201) 52&8000

! Please send me your new LIBRIS
Catalog Service brochure

I Please send me informatpn on
your other LIBRIS services

! Please have a representative
conlact me

i  
,  , w i o i  t

i Address

i  cn"- stare -  ap- i

WeetemDivieion MidwesternDivision EqaternDivision SouthernDivision--
i;-; nv Iti36a- ttto-.""", lt eogs,! Soneryille, NI 08876 Commerce' GA 30529
e'ft';;;"-w; ct"a.L" A""nu. 50 Kirbv Avenue (404) 335-5000
t7o2\786-6700' (815)472-2444 120l)7228090



The Washington Post
The London Times

Le Monde
THE DAILY AND SUNDAY

TE LEGRAPH (London)

THE SCOTSMAN (Edinburgh)

EVENING STANDARD (  London)

AL AKHBAR (Cairo)

THE AGE (Melbourne)

LLOYD'S LIST
JOURNAL DE GENEVE

THE STRAITS TIMES and

SUNDAY TIMES OF SINGAPORE

THE BANGKOK POST

For complete information on our newspapers on microfilm write:

12 Lunar Drive
Wood[ridge, CT 06525



NETV PROFESSIONAI
REFERENSES FOR IIBRARIANS...
from K.G.SAUR
NEW HORIZONS FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Ed. by Robert D. Stueart and Richard D. Johnson
Invited and contributed papers presented at the first ACRL Conference in 1978'
Boston, Mass.
1979. ISBN 0-t9664-0934 584 p. $29.00 Hard Cover

What does the future hold fbr academic libraries in the United States? The seven
themes and 66 contributed papers each focus on one aspect of this question. This com-
prehensive collection gives a new and clearer perspective on these libraries and where they_
are headed. The papeis were given at the First National Conference of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, Boston, Mass., November 8-ll.

PRACTICAL REFERENCE WORI( CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICES
Outlines of Modern Librarianship Serieq Outlines of Modern Librarianship Series
By Denis Grogan
1979. ISBN 0-E9664-418-9 144p.
ca. $10.00 Hard Cover

By Alasdair Kemp
1979. ISBN 0-89664-420-0 lEl P.
ca. $10.00 Hard Cover

This book deals with reference work in This book provides a brief and readable
the strict sense of the word; i.e., the per- introduction to the subject of current
sonal assistance given by the l ibrarian to awareness services provided by and
those in pursuit of information. It is de- through libraries. These services-the re-
signed as a "how-t9-do-it" manual and view or scanning of documents, the selec-
se-ts out to advise new reference librarians tion of items and the notification to the
of the best way to practice their art. It will people of the items of interest to them-
be helpful to acadlemic, special or public are fully defined and evaluated in this
reference librarians as well as to those book. It can be used as the basis of a
planning to serve as specialists in answer- curriculum or could be used as back-
ing queslions and locating information as ground or pre-course reading.
an integral part of a small user-group' 

AN INTR'DU.TI'N To uNIvER-
CATALOGUING SITY LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION
Outlines of Modern Librarianship Series Third Edition
By Eric J. Hunter & K.G.B. Bakewell By James Thompson
1979. ISBN 0-89664-412-X r91 p. 1979. ISBN 0-E9664407-3 160 p. $1E.75
ca. $10.fi) Hard Cover Hard Cover

involved in library work. others who want to be up-to-date on the
world of academic librarianshiP.

All prices subject to change without notice.
Pricis do not include postage and handling
charges. Orders outside USA please add US Sl
for postage and handling. Payable in US funds
on US banks  on ly .  Orders  f rom ind iv idua ls
should be prepaid.

K.G. SAUR PUBTISHING INC.
NEW YORK. MUNCHEN' LONDON. PARIS
I75 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 1OOIO
TELEX 238386KGSPUR (212\-477'2500



valuable new

These important books from

The Nature and Future of the Catalog is a colection
and analysis of the proceedings of twoAmerican Library
Association lnstitutes sponsored by the Information Sci-
ence and Automation Division (LITA). Eighteen of the
world's foremost English-speaking specialists discuss
and debate the current and traditional issues involved in
cataloging, the implementation of the second edition of
the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, and the techno-
logical environment created by library automation in the
1970s. Edited by Maurice J. Freedman and S. Michael
Malinconico. A Neal-Schuman Professional Book. ISBN
0-912700-08-4. 1979. Clothbound, 340 pages, $16.50

ClOSing the Gatafog is the proceedings of the Library Infor-
mation and TechnicalAssociation Institutes on closing the
catalog. Articles by Hugh Atkinson, Pauline Atherton,
Sanford Berman, Paul Fasana, Seymour Lubetzky and
more make this book important reading for concerned
librarians. Edited by Kaye Gapen and Bonnie Juergens.
ISBN 0-912700-56-4. 1979. Ctothbound. $16.50(t)

Cataloging and Classification of Non-Western
Library Material: Concems, lssues, and
PfaCtiCgS is the first time that views of speciatists on
the cataloging of non-Western library materials have been
brought together in one volume. Cataloging and classifi-
cation tools are discussed and recommendations for
changes will be helpfulto all librarians concerned with the
organization of non-Western library materials. Edited by
Mohammed M. Aman. A Neal-Schuman Professional
Book. ISBN 0-912700-06-8. 1980. Clothbound. $18.50(t)



Practical Approval Plan Managenent is for librarians
involved in considering, designing, and managing
approval plans. The book bridges the gap between theory
and practice by containing valuable information on
collection development, vendors, bids and contracts,
profiling and problem solving. The use of sample forms
and the "how to" approach help librarians in the dayto-
day operation and design of an approval plan. By Jennifer
S. Cargi l l  and Brian Alley. ISBN 0-912700-52-1.1979.
Clothbound. $12.95

Approval Plans and Academic Libraries rs an In-- 
depth interpretive survey on the role of approvalplans in
collection development based upon hundreds of answers
to a detailed, specific questronnaire. The three authors
interpret the subject from the viewpoint of the acquisitions
librarian, subject specialist, and vendor. The study con-
centrates on the rationale for adoption of approval plans,
attitudes toward performance, and collection develop-
ment. By Kathleen McCullough, Edwin D. Posey, and
Doyle C. Pickett. A Neal-Schuman Professional Book.
ISBN 0-912700-05-X. Clothbound, 166 pages. $1 1.95

Library Acquisition Policies and Procedur€s is the
newest and most complete book available dealing exclu-
sively with this significant subject. lt identifies and brings
together current public and academic library selection
and acquisition policies for print and nonprint materials
from246 participating libraries. Edited by Elizabeth Futas.
A Neal-Schurnan Professional Book. ISBN 0-912700-02-5.
Clothbound, 448 pages. $16.50.

Order your copies today!

ORYX PRESS
2214 N. Central at Encanto
Phoenix. Arizona 85004
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In faa, the SF-8IOCN is so reliable,
yodll probably make more money on
lhis overdue copier than you ever
could on overdue books.

For a free demonstration, or for
more information, send in this cou-
pon or call your authorized ShtrP
Copier professional. Hds listed in the
Yellow ltges.

And do it soon.Your librarY reallY

FOR

needs ttris machine rn
circulation.

Sham Electronics CorP.
l0 Kevstone Place, hiamus, N.J.07652

tr Please send me more information on your SF-8I0CN
Coov-Vendinq Machine.

tr PleLfu set up i demonsuation.

I 
TITL

I 
LIBRARY

STATE ZIP

f-
l
l

I

I
I
I

I

(As Code) Dept CPD-T-LRT-10-9



GUARANTEE:
lf this paper does rct last

400 years undet
standard archival conditions ,

felum lhe papef to
Howard Paper Mills and get

double your rcney back,

If SirRancis M written this kfter on Permalift,
it rurH Sill be arwd today.

Perrnalife is an archival grade line ofpapers, now
manufactured by Howard Paper Mills.

It has a slightly alkaline pH (about E.5) so it will
last about 400 years under the conditions outlined for
archival grades.

Permalife is available in Bond, Ledger, Text,
Cover, Library, Catalog and Card Stock from any
Howard Paper Merchant,

HOWARD PAPER MILLS, INC., PO Box 982, Dayt@, Ohio4540l



Now available for the tirst time on Microtiche

1973 -1977 Qui nquen nium
[ibra ress
National Union,
Gatalog
and
Four Quinquenniums 1953-1972
also
Current NUC's for 1978,1979,1

aII

Advanced Library Systems - the leading producer
of the LG NUC on microliche - now ofters the
19791977 NUC Quinquennium on microfiche for
immediate delivery. Also awilable for the firsttime,
the four previous Quinquenniums (195$1972) in
the same microfiche format for immediate delivery.
This gives you 25 years of retrospective NUC's in
one compatible and easy-to-use form-

ALS can also provide updates to your NUC
collection with monthly, quarterly and annual
cummulations from 1978 foruard. Updates will be
ddivered in approximately two weeks afier
publieation by the Lib'rary of Congress.

ADUAI{CEII tIBRAfiY SYSTETIIS II{C.
93 Main Street, Andover. Ma$achusetts 01810

(617) 470-0610

Serving Libraries throughout the World

By switching to ALS microfiche from LC hard
copy, you can reduce shelf space by 94ol0, and have
the entire collection at your fingertips. The ALS
cunent NUC subscription is less than 1/3 the cost
of the LC hard coPY.

ALS microfiche NUC service is COMPLETE ...
COMPATIBLE...  CONTINUING. . and
COST SAVING.

For complete information use the coupon
below. O call the number below left.

Advanced Library Systems Inc

93 Main Street,  Andover,  Mass 01810
LRT1O79

Pleas rush me ful l  information on ALS'S NUC microl iche

$rvice, plus microliche samPle

ctw/TowN -STATE -ZlP

tr Pleas€ hare your repr€sentative t€leph@€ me at (-)-



YOUR LIBRARY USERS NEED A RESOURCEFUL
GUIDE TO THE WORLD OF SCIENCE

Library patrons share an almost universal interest in the often mysterious,
sometlmes frightening, but always fascinating world of science. Now you can
help them find the scientific i

(;liNliltAl

with the publication of Volume l, July 1978-May 1979, this new lndex

completes one year of service. Du ri ng this year, Ge nera I Science I ndex etf ec'

tively guided li-brary users to general science articles appearing.in 89 care-
futtf ilected periodicals. Artictes are indexed by subiect with complete

bibliographic information for each entry.

subject fietds included are as wide as the world of science itself :

Subscribe to this effective index to 89 science periodicals

Published monthly, except June and December/cumulations in september'
November, Februiry, and May/permanent bound annual cumulations/sold
on the service basis. Vol. 1, July 1978-May 1979 in preparation (Publication

Date: Fall 1979). Write for ybur subscription price and the checklist of
periodicals indexed.

GENERAL SCIENCE INDEX
The H. W. Wilson ComPanY

950 UniversityAvenue Bronx, N'Y' 10452

Nl)lx



Whcrt ccn hcppen if You order
foreign titles through EBSCO

You have one order, one

iavoice, one chek lor all

titles - Foreign ild Doeedic

. Your one order to EBSCO can include all foreign titles desired and all
domestic titles - one listing to one source. (EBSCO lists more
than 60,000 domestic and 40,000 foreign publications.)

. Vot receive one invoice covering all titlei ordered - including both
foreign and domestic titles.

o You 
-make 

one payment only payable in urs. currency.
. All ol your corresioridence will-be in English. There is no need to

communicate in any foreign language-
o Your titles will be-order6d dirdct wltn all publishers, world'wide.

EBSCO handles atl currency conversions and all service with
foreign publishers.

. EBSdO'i array of helpful serials management reports can include
foreign titles too - consolidation to save you time.

For more information EBSCO is only a telephone call away ' ' '

(20s) 252-9010
P.O. Box 2543 tBirmingham, AL 35201 / Telex: 5'9717

Publishers send currenl
issus directly to yout librq

EBSCO orders alI
su-bsrrptrons, sends pay-

ment and corresPonds
with all publishers worldwide

11U.S.A .OFF|CES/T0R0NTO/R|0DEJANE|R0/AMSTERDAM

130.OOO SERIAL LISTINGS FROM 47,OOO PUBLISHERS WORLDWIDE






